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SUMMARY

Global demand for renewable energy has provided impetus for increased research into photovoltaic (PV) technology. Photovoltaic modules have intrinsically low efficiency and therefore, to maximise generated electricity, advances must be made in the efficient extraction of energy to maintain viability of their use. In this thesis, efficiency is maximised using novel power electronics.

To facilitate advanced design, novel methods for generating accurate models of PV generators are presented. Conventional methods rely on the characterisation of PVs under continuous illumination. These methods cause heating of the module which can degrade the performance below that which would be seen during normal operation. To counter this problem, the use of flashed illumination is presented as a method for unobtrusively generating a PV electrical characteristic which can be used for accurate model-parameter extraction.

To develop optimised-switch mode power converters for PVs, the reasons for suboptimal operation in existing converters is analysed and validated experimentally. Whereas existing research has considered the effect of current perturbation at mains frequency, this thesis extends the analysis to 500 kHz, which represents typical switchmode operation. A typical boost converter cannot meet the requirements for optimal power extraction from the PV module and therefore a novel circuit topology based on a SEPIC converter which can achieve optimal conditions is developed and presented.

Since the methods for power transfer optimisation presented in this thesis require that the additional hardware is implemented in order to take full advantage of the PV generator, a method is presented whereby the resulting increased cost is significantly reduced. This reduction is achieved through the adaptation of redundant computer power supplies for PV battery charging applications, a method which can be used to produce a PV battery charger with minimal material or design investment.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1 - Background and motivation

Influences of modern society have dictated that an ever increasing proportion of electrical power must be generated from both renewable and low-carbon technologies. Low carbon technologies are qualified by the one metric – the particularly low volume of carbon-dioxide equivalent gases produced by their implementation. The term low-carbon has been erroneously applied by many authors and journalists to imply that the implementation of technology is carbon-emitting at only the point of use. The term low-carbon must be applied more generally over the full lifecycle, from resource extraction to disposal. For the aforementioned reasons, the term low-carbon will rarely encompass photo-voltaic energy generation methods, where, including the initial production of carbon-dioxide during the semiconductor fabrication and transportation costs, a significant quantity of carbon-dioxide is produced.

The practicality of PV energy generation is promoted in this thesis beyond its problems of lifecycle carbon-dioxide production. The primary benefits of PV energy generation championed are that its operation consumes no fuel and does not involve moving mechanical parts that require frequent maintenance. For these reasons PV technology presents an ideal source of energy for remote areas and applications including the charging of backup energy storage in instrumentation and communications. The low profile nature of a small PV installation makes it also ideal for high penetration implementation in urban environments where wind-turbines and more mechanical options lose favour.

1.2 - PV Basics

One of the earliest reference to the harnessing of power from sunlight is by Aristophanes [7] in his play, “The Clouds”, which refers to a Burning Glass used to create intense beams of the sun’s light for the lighting of fires. Photo-voltaic applications later became evident to scientists from 1839 with the
discovery of the photovoltaic effect by A. E. Becquerel. The photovoltaic effect was initially the result of work performed using silver-chloride and platinum electrodes in acidic solutions [8]. The Becquerel effect, as it later became known, was left as a matter of scientific curiosity with no real capacity for useful power generation nor the demand for electricity at that time. By 1883, sufficient understanding had been gained with semiconducting selenium devices that the first photovoltaic cell was produced using semiconductors boasting an efficiency approaching 1%, primarily used for measurement of light intensity. Circa 1950 some of the principal ideas of the understanding of the effect were established, and recognised as an important technology for electricity generation along with a growing demand for electricity in the world [9], [10]. Advances in semiconductors and the understanding of electromagnetic quanta permitted the first practical photovoltaic cell in 1954 [11]. Continued developments in semiconductor fabrication techniques to the present day have increased the efficiency of commercial PV cells to nearly 16% and growing demand has reduced the cost to a level where they form a practical generation method for large quantities of electrical power.

1.2.1 - Production of cells

Modern fabrication methods produce individual PV cells from a wafer of silicon cut from a large ingot. A PN junction is formed by the addition of dopant atoms to the silicon wafer, commonly through thermal diffusion. Because of the processing techniques applied to wafers individually, there is a wide scope for variations between individual cells, further increased between batches. This factor is one of many that make PV cells tend to imbalance in parallel connection [12], this is due to a large imbalance of the generated voltages. Process variations make it only practical to form PV modules by connecting cells in series. Operation at increased system voltage is a measure that can also increase the efficiency of an installation by maximising the voltage and reduced current in main bus cabling for the reduction of ohmic losses.
1.2.2 - Characteristics of PV generators

The semiconductor makeup of a PV cell gives it non-linear electrical characteristics. The electrical characteristics have been extensively studied in literature. The result of the extensive studies has been a number of models, all of which are centred on a diode and current source and represent varying degrees of accuracy by which can be used to reproduce a characteristic from experimental data. The varying degrees of accuracy come primarily from the type of characteristic import to the user. Dependent on the required DC accuracy a number of elements can be omitted and if required, high frequency AC characteristics can be represented. The AC characteristics, however, rely on certain parameters such as cable inductance, inductance due to the cell arrangement and parasitic elements that are all very difficult to determine with any degree of accuracy. In most reported cases, a simplified model is sufficient.

Where multiple cells are connected in series and non-uniformly illuminated a phenomenon known as partial shading is apparent. This reduction occurs by the reverse bias of the shaded cells in the absence of a photo-current. The voltage drop produced by the reverse bias subtracts from the module voltage and can be more so apparent with increased current. Many effects change the characteristics of a partial shading event including the degree of shading i.e. the number of cells shaded. Since partial shading events can produce local maxima in the power curve it is particular interest to the study of MPPT algorithms, the presence of local maxima can ‘mislead’ most basic algorithms. The often significant power loss due to partial shading also places a large constraint on the location of PV modules and in urban environments, where the majority of houses possess chimneys, due consideration of the partial shading due to these obstacles is key to the successful operation of the installation.

1.3 - Basics of power conversion

Modern methods of power conversion rely on switching devices capable of producing square waveforms that can be used to excite various combinations and structures of rectifiers and filters to
produce DC/DC converters. Direct-current transformers represent a small subset of the power conversion methods. When supplied with DC power, a number of switching devices are used to produce an alternating magnetic flux in a transformer which subsequently acts on secondary windings to produce a voltage which is then rectified and smoothed to produce a DC output. Whilst in general encompassing DC transformers, the term power converter is taken to imply the remaining subset of power conversion methods. A standard switching power converter will use a switching device to ‘chop’ the DC waveform such that it has a significant number of harmonic components. The exact nature of the switching can be used to produce a modulation that is used by a filter to produce a variable DC output. The use of switching devices operating at high frequency permit the use of smaller filter components that reduce the size of the converter and increase its efficiency. One key benefit to PV systems is the ability of switch mode power conversion techniques to produce both step-up and step-down topologies.

1.4 - Literature review

1.4.1 - Characterisation of PV cells

PV modules can operate under numerous ranges and extents: both electrical and environmental. Typical applications range from the application of small arrays which can operate under uniform illumination conditions, to larger arrays which cannot but operate under non-uniform conditions due to the nature of sunlight. A third category exists whereby a physically small PV cell or module is used under concentrated conditions whereby the total irradiation on the cell is increased much beyond typical insolation levels, typically with the use of mirrors collecting and focusing light from a wide area on the small cell.

The basic models for the approach have been established primarily from the original investigations of Shockley et al, on PN junction behaviour and models [13]. Models presented in external literature are based primarily on the physics of the interaction of light with matter and from practical
observations of parasitic resistances. The original efforts first occurrence of the illuminated single diode model used extensively in this thesis and other literature [14–17].

The treatment of PV characterisation is further considered in the bounds of concentrated PV, under this mode of operation, the incident irradiation is many times greater than the nominal. As such, a greater efficiency-power product per-unit-cost can be attained [18]. A smaller quantity of greater efficiency materials can be used; along with a reduced area of high performance protective media can be utilised by the minimal additional cost of reflectors (concentrators). Under these conditions, whilst many of the model parameters remain similar to normal circumstances, the much increased current density make certain parasitic elements more prominent [18–20].

Partial shading, or non-uniform illumination conditions form a subset of the conditions under which a PV module can be modelled, under these conditions, a number of the module’s cells remain unilluminated, and as connected in a series string present a large voltage drop, which drops much of the voltage of the illuminated string, this presents a large reduction of power. Treatment of the modelling of solar cells under partial shading is provided by [17], [21], [22]. The simplified PV, single diode model is used extensively in this thesis because of the accuracy with which it can represent an entire PV module characteristic [16]. This treatment is performed particularly in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

1.4.2 - MPPT Methods

Maximum power point tracking is a technique applied to the control of a power converter attached to a solar cell which optimises the output power from the solar cell by varying the operating point in terms of voltage and current. A review of the various MPPT methods is provided by Hohm et al [16], this work demonstrates all of the methods that are commonly used in industrial applications.

The use of perturbation and observation (P&O) based algorithms have been most widely adopted because of the minimal complexity and computational power with which a robust system can be produced. The deficiency of such P&O algorithms have been treated primarily with regard to their
dependence on increased resolution analogue to digital converters (ADCs) required to reduce the average deviation from the maximum power point (MPP). In contrast however, research has been performed that indicate the system is made less stable by the use of higher resolution ADCs by causing greater susceptibility to noise. The deficiency of P&O algorithms has been widely addressed in literature with the introduction of variable step-size and hybrid algorithms [23–25].

1.4.3 - Characterisation of dynamic systems and PV cell parasitic capacitance

Knowledge of the solar cell parasitic capacitance is crucial to some MPPT methods, in particular the parasitic capacitance method. The parasitic capacitance model is not often used because of this difficulty. Knowledge of the parasitic capacitance is required in this method to determine the direction of the MPP [16].

Capacitance measurement techniques generally rely on using a discharged capacitance and performing an injection of either a determined charge or by raising the capacitor to a determined voltage, a method of calculating the parasitic capacitance whilst the solar cell is on-line (under normal operating conditions) is required. The use of maximum length sequences (MLS) generated by pseudo-random binary sequence generators has been long accepted as a method of characterisation of simple systems [26]. Frequency domain methods exist in various guises, a sinusoidal perturbation can be applied to the current drawn by the load and then swept in frequency, as is the technique performed by many network analysers, however, this process is time consuming and to perform the measurement in a time which will prevent the changing sunlight conditions from having an effect on the measurement would require a costly piece of equipment [27].

1.4.4 - Classical and Heuristic problem solving methods

Mathematical models presented for the solar cells must be converted to a form that can easily be solved by a computer for the purpose of simulation, various methods of equation solving are discussed in [28]. Classical methods of numerical root finding or equation solving are typically used where the
equation does not have an analytical root. This is typical of many PV equations; they are based around an exponential element from the Shockley diode equation. For some simplified cases there is an analytical solution but it has been demonstrated where parasitic components are included the model-equation becomes implicit, containing transcendental functions [29], [30]. Gradient methods such as the Newton Rhapson method require that a derivative can be calculated, the majority of PV based equations are differentiable and as such are appropriate and would be an efficient solving mechanisms. In some cases where hard constraints are used, the equation becomes non-differentiable and as such gradient methods can no longer be used and an algorithm not requiring a derivative is required. An example of such an algorithm that does not require a derivative is the Van Windergarten Dekker Brent (VWDB) method [28]. Some work in this thesis has required the computation of solutions to PV derived equations as part of wider optimisation routines (see Chapter 3 development of a PV emulator) and require attention to computational efficiency. The VWDB method has been used for this purposes because of its computational efficiency as a non-gradient method [28], a gradient method would still demonstrate greater computational efficiency. Furthermore, the VWDB method offers an increased range of convergence over the Newton-Rhapson method which reduces the a-priori knowledge of the system required.

Heuristic methods are used for equation solving and problem solving where the search space exceeds the limitations of computing power and where tailored solutions are unobtainable [31], [32].

Methods of parameter estimation using genetic algorithms showing advantages over traditional search methods are presented by Jervase et al [33] and Lingyun et al [31], which show a much greater agreement between the derived model and experimental data than comparative classical methods, however with decreased repeatability and dependability.

1.4.5 - Single inductor hard-switched converters

Single inductor hard switched converters are the fundamental building blocks of switched mode power supply development. From the boost and buck converter, numerous combinations can be
achieved. Both Mohan [34] and Severns [35] extensively deal with the development of power supply types.

Hard-switched power converters have been used extensively for PV system power interfaces and MPPT, extensive works have been produced on their design and optimisation using traditional methods [36–38]. Works are also presented for topics relevant to the design of converters for PV systems, such as low current-ripple techniques [39–43]. Techniques for the analysis of such power converters are also discussed in [44].

1.4.6 - Transfer efficiency

Transfer efficiency, that is commonly defined as the ratio of average power extracted from a PV module to that at MPP conditions, is dealt with in Chapter 4. This matter is concerned with the investigation of high frequency effects of switched mode power supplies (SMPSs) on the average output power. This has received little attention in literature (Benevides et al [45]), but more prominently, the effects due to mains related fluctuations is dealt with in great details [22], [46]. These flow frequency effects arise primarily from the power pulsations of energy driven into the grid. This is of greater importance where there is no energy storage device between the MPPT front end and the grid feeding inverter.

1.4.7 - Soft-switched switch-mode power converters

Resonant power supplies are a broad class of power converters which generally share the common advantage that greater switching frequency can be achieved without the associated increased loss [47–51]. One of the properties of transfer efficiency is that increased transfer efficiency can be exploited at increased frequency, due to the filtering effect of the parasitic elements of the PV module. The total system efficiency, as previously stated is considered as the combined transfer efficiency and power converter efficiency. The application of the requirements for increased transfer efficiency (decreased ripple and increased frequency) has been shown to degrade the total system efficiency in Chapter 5.
The degradation of total system efficiency is due primarily to the reduction of power converter efficiency under conditions for increased transfer efficiency, and a reduction in the power transfer efficiency at conditions of improved power converter efficiency. Resonant power converters thus present one method by which increased transfer efficiency conditions can be implemented without the associated increased losses of a hard-switched power converter. This matter has not been exploited explicitly, however, extensive research has been performed in the field of resonant power converters for PV applications [39], [50], [52], [53].

1.4.8 - Multiple-inductor hard-switched converters

Multiple inductor hard switched converters are an evolution of single inductor power converters that operate with two inductors and can achieved a greater range of operation. The Ćuk and SEPIC converter topologies form the two most prominent converter topologies in this area. The Ćuk and SEPIC converter were initially studied by Ćuk and Middlebrook [35] who performed numerous investigations with the integration of the two inductors into a single magnetic components. This showed the most favourable property of the Ćuk and SEPIC converter being their ability to operate in a zero ripple conditions where the current ripple in either the input or output inductors can be forced to zero by the action of the output or input current ripple respectively. For this reason, the SEPIC converter has been used in this thesis in the solution to the problem of current ripple.

The use of interleaved power converters is also extensively studied in literature. The primary focus for this attention is the reduction of ripple and noise for EMC requirements [54]. Multi-phase separation in the switching of identical converters presents one method by which the efficiency can be kept constant whilst increasing the frequency of the ripple perturbation seen by the source [55], [56]. These have been extensively studied in power factor correction and front end power modules where conducted noise and ripple is of foremost concern. Alternative methods to achieve reduced ripple amplitude have been studied by Tsang et al [57] and Testa et al [58] which achieved minimal ripple conditions with marginal impact on the efficiency of the power converter.
1.4.9 - Solar emulators

A solar emulator is a device which can replicate the characteristics of a solar cell, but in a repeatable and programmable way, works on the design of high power solar emulators are given in [59–62]. A system for producing an arbitrary output characteristic using analogue circuits is provided by [63].

Commercial systems are available for the emulation of PV characteristics. These commercial devices are aimed at much greater power ratings than are required in this work [64]. These power ratings dictate that use of a switched mode output power stage in these devices and as such demand the use of a switched mode output stage. This kind of output stage has been deemed unsuitable for the work contained in this thesis due to the effects of switching noise on small signal measurements. Such devices were also primarily developed for applications including high power PV array installations where the prototype array is too large for installation in a laboratory for testing under artificial illumination. For the power levels commonly dealt with in this thesis, the commercial call for an emulator is very small. In more recent years, commercial offerings have become available from the likes of Agilent Technologies [65] in the form of 600 W PV emulators, however these only were commercialised towards the end of this research period.

The techniques for producing an emulation system as shown in Chapter 4 are based on analogue computational methods. These methods are dealt with in [66], [67].

1.4.10 - SMPC control mechanisms

Fundamentally, the control of SMPCs comes in two flavours; these are voltage mode and current mode control [34]. Voltage mode control is most typically used in situations where a stiff voltage source is used to power a SMPC which too is designed to produce a stiff voltage source at differing voltage [35]. This kind of control works best where there is minimal compliance on the input voltage and the output voltage is freely controlled, i.e. unaffected by any fixed voltage sources as in battery charging applications. In battery charging applications the output voltage must comply with the
battery voltage which has a very low incremental resistance and as such small variations in voltage produce very large variations in current [40]. In contrast, current mode control offers maximum voltage compliance and maximum control range in current; this is true of the input voltage also. The input voltage is heavily dependent on the current over certain operating regions, this compliance is best dealt with by current mode control. Current mode control is extensively studied by Middlebrook et al [68], [69] and in particular [70] with regard to PV applications.

1.4.11 - Automatic control systems

A discussion of automatic control systems is presented in [71] which is a well established textbook on the subject, a practical guide to control engineering is also presented in [72]. Photovoltaic systems are subject to a wide range of operating conditions that vary with ambient conditions. The design of a simple controller must be designed to operate over a wide range of conditions and thus will, in general, at any one condition be sub-optimal. PV applications generally demand adaptive control algorithms. Self-tuning control is a subset of the adaptive control algorithms. Self-tuning controllers perform online parameter estimation and system identification and calculate the optimum controller solution. The calculated parameters can therefore drift significantly where there is minimal excitation to aid the identification process. A solution to this problem provided by direct model referenced adaptive control in which a primitive model provides some excitation to the adjustment mechanism.

1.4.12 - Reuse of power supplies

Very little engineering research has been performed on the subject of the reuse of computer power supplies for PV applications and discussed in this thesis. This section of work is however primarily supported with the use of consultation and government reports on the impact of recycling and the current infrastructure. The UK government has published the majority of its findings of the assessment of WEEE recycling routes and their effectiveness in [74]. Some engineering research has been performed on the state of health estimation of power supplies as dealt with in [75] and research
has been performed into potential future trends in power supplies as demonstrated in [76] which demonstrates the use of advanced power converter topologies to achieve new demands of efficiency, EMC compliance and manufacturing cost.

1.5 - Thesis outline

This thesis outlines and develops arguments for engineering choices for the design of high performance power converters for PV applications. An established problem in the field of PV power interfaces that has been originally quantified by this thesis is that of the effects of current ripple introduced in the PV system by the switching nature of a modern power converters, this matter has been quantified from both a theoretical standpoint and further developed through experimental work. Problems that have been long standing in the field of PV power interfaces, including research and development cost constraints and evaluation of conditions required for high efficiency power interfaces. The reduction of research and development investment for the evaluation of PV power interfaces is applied through the development of a low cost PV characteristic emulator in Chapter 3. Research into the optimum conditions for power converter operation (dealt with in Chapter 4) enhances the understanding of the limitations of certain power converter topologies for use in PV applications. Furthermore, methods which can enhance the update of PV technology in developing countries is put forth by the demonstration of the repurposing of computer power supplies for PV MPPT applications. This reuse matter demonstrates both a practical method of reducing material investment for the production of low cost MPPT systems which have uses in remote and developing countries, but also demonstrates a low initial investment development platform for PV applications.

1.5.1 - Chapter 2: A review of PV characterisation techniques

This chapter deals primarily with the comparison of various PV characterisation techniques that are relevant to the nature of work in this thesis. Characterisation is required for the identification of model parameters used in computer aided design methods and models in computer simulations.
Modern flashed illumination techniques are used in production units for the verification of PV module performance once constructed. A low duty-cycle flashed illumination source has a significantly reduced average power demand per watt-hour of light used to generate a meaningful characterisation. This reduced power supply demand is beneficial from the perspective of running-cost reduction in production plants. This characterisation is generally performed over a single flash using a rapidly swept load. This duration is often many orders of magnitude smaller than the thermal time-constant of the PV module and therefore it is practical to neglect the heating effect and produce characterisations at impractically low temperatures. This flashed method of characterisation is generally only considered for the energy saving benefits, however, it is demonstrated by the minimal additional heating that an improved characteristic can be obtained.

1.5.2 - Chapter 3: The development of a PV emulator

The development of a power interface for PV applications requires the use of a test method that can be used to produce easily reproducible results. For this purpose, a PV characteristic emulator is required. A PV characteristic emulator is a device that can accurately reproduce the voltage-current characteristics of a PV cell. Instruments for this purpose produced by various manufacturers are available commercially; however, the production instruments are focused on operating at much greater power levels than those required for small scale applications as used through this thesis. Furthermore, available instruments were identified as having switch-mode output stages that were immediately ruled out on the basis that noise would be an undesirable influence on the majority of testing that would be performed. On this basis it was decided that an instrument that meets the specific requirements would have to be developed. Literature has already been presented on the development of various systems that could perform the required task, however, based around obsolete technology, e.g. the solution presented by Marenholtz et al [59] relied on programming a characteristic by a number of cathode ray tube photo-emitters and detectors. A modern, solid-state version was required for this purpose.
The novel construction of the analogue PV emulator demonstrated by this chapter has been published in an IET Electronics Letter [1].

1.5.3 - Chapter 4: Analysis of the effects of power converter ripple on average PV output power

Early investigations based around the measurement of PV characteristics under load by switched-mode power converters were produced and demonstrated a significant voltage ripple due to the drawn current waveforms from a SMPC containing a significant current ripple. The effects of this high frequency deviation from the average current was evaluation both by simulation and practical measurements. This produced the interesting result that the output power of a PV module is degraded by the presence of current ripple. This investigation presents a vital extension to the works of previous literature [45], [58], which has previously only investigated the effects up to 20 kHz. The investigation of the effect up to 500 kHz provides greater knowledge of the conditions under which the effects of reduced power can be eliminated.

The work demonstrated in this chapter have been presented at the Power Electronic Machines and Drives conference, 2012 [2].

1.5.4 - Chapter 5: A novel SEPIC converter for operation at maximum output power

In order to address the findings of Chapter 4 with regard to the optimum PV operating conditions in this chapter a novel extension of a SEPIC converter is proposed as a method by which the effects of current ripple previously elaborated can be minimised. The SEPIC converter is widely known for its continuous input current and buck-boost transfer characteristic. These factors make it highly suitable for PV operation. Literature on SEPIC converters has described methods that utilise the two inductors internal to a SEPIC converter with various degrees of magnetic coupling to achieve a nullification of this current ripple. This nullification is only applicable, to any great extent, over a narrow operating range of input and output voltage and load current. The wide range of power over which the SEPIC
converter must operate in a PV installation, however, does not make the previously presented nullification methods an effective option in PV applications.

1.5.5 - Chapter 6: The reuse of computer power supplies for PV systems

This chapter demonstrates how modifications to an arbitrary computer power supply to produce a power converter that can effectively operate under MPPT control. The focus of this work was to produce a small scale system capable of charging a battery for remote applications at low cost. Information from this chapter could be used to produce a working kit that could be, perhaps, used in a developing country to not only provide a low cost PV power solution, but also raise awareness and develop skills in electronic engineering required to make any modifications.

An initial scientific approach was used to assess the feasibility of modifications and predict the potential performance of the power converter. This assessment was used to expose the operational limits of the power converter elements when applies to the new electrical conditions (voltage and current ranges) applied by the PV module at the input and battery at the output.

Two regimes of modification are demonstrated: one which utilises only a power factor correction boost converter and one which can utilise both the power factor correction power converter and the bulk power conversion stages. The results of both of these circuits in operation with a 40 W PV module is demonstrated. The results show that a redundant ATX power supply can be adequately formed into an operational MPPT PV battery charger.
Chapter 2 - Photovoltaic models and characterisation methods

Photovoltaic characterisation is useful for a number of purposes. Foremost of these is the frequent requirement to obtain information about the electrical characteristics of the PV module. This information is required in industrial applications where quality control of module production is necessary, and for academic purposes where the characteristics inform models for theoretical evaluation of systems. An abstract model of the characterisation data is often required to support the simulation of a PV system that will later be used as part of the real system. The modelling of PV modules and cells takes many forms, each of which offer different advantages; for example, some models offer greater accuracy while some offer improved computational efficiency.

2.1 - PV Models

As previously described in Chapter 1, PV modules are constructed from a series combination of many PV cells. The single PV cell forms the basis for many of the models seen in the literature [15], [77]. Its behaviour, which is presented as an equivalent circuit in Figure 2-1, is derived directly from the characteristics of a PN junction diode [13], [77].

![Figure 2-1: PV cell equivalent circuit](image)

The parameters of the diode, $D$, are determined from the semiconductor material from which the cell is fabricated. The parallel resistance, $R_p$, is determined from bulk leakage resistance of the semiconductor material and, whilst strictly a component of the internal diode, is shown externally to the diode for clarity because its effect is not included in the Shockley equation used to model the diode element. The series resistance, $R_s$, is based partly on the bulk resistivity of the semiconductor
material, and partly on the resistance of the interconnects to the cell. Using the Shockley diode equation shown in (2-1) and following basic circuit analysis, an equation which describes the operation of a PV cell can be written. This equation is derived from the equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 2-1 and is given in (2-2).

\[ I_D = I_{sat} \left( \frac{V_D}{e^{nV_T}} - 1 \right) \]  

(2-1)

Where:
- \( I_D \) is the forward current flowing through the diode element
- \( V_D \) is the forward voltage dropped across the diode element
- \( I_{sat} \) is the diode saturation current, derived from semiconductor material properties
- \( V_T \) is the diode thermal voltage, derived from the semiconductor material (e.g. 25.9 mV for silicon at room temperature)
- \( n \) is the diode emission coefficient, a form of quality factor, which takes the value of 1 for an ideal diode

\[ I_{term} = I_{sol} - I_{sat} \left( e^{\frac{V_{term} - I_{term}R_S}{nV_T}} - 1 \right) - \frac{V_{term} - I_{term}R_S}{R_P} \]  

(2-2)

Where the symbols have meanings previously defined in (2-1) and Figure 2-1.

By inspection, a direct mathematical solution to (2-2) does not exist as it is an implicit transcendental function. The implicit nature is introduced by the inclusion of \( R_s \) which introduces a term in \( I_{PV} \) within the exponential function. For this reason, and the fact that the resistance is usually very small, it is frequently not included in mathematical representations [29]. However, the equation (2-2) is solvable by numerical methods. These methods are, however, inefficient because they mostly perform an iterative solution. Alternatively, solutions can be obtained by circuit simulators; however, they tend to be no more computationally efficient than numerical methods because they still implement a numerical solution to the diode equation. To this end, SPICE is used extensively in this thesis for numerical solution of circuit models [78]. However, where a direct mathematical solution is desired for its increased speed and modelling accuracy is not critical, the parasitic elements \( R_s \) and \( R_p \) can be neglected by assigning them their limiting values of 0 and \( \infty \) respectively and hence a direct solution to the equation can be made.
An example of a characteristic curve determined by SPICE simulation of the model is presented in Figure 2-2. On this curve, the two dominant regions of operation are identified, these being a voltage source region and a current source region. In between the voltage and current source regions there is a transition region in which the effect of the diode equation dominants.

![PV-cell characteristic](image)

Figure 2-2: Single PV cell characteristic. The effects of parasitic elements from the model are identified. This curve is shown for constant $I_{sol} = 1$ A.

The effect of varying the series and parallel parasitic resistances are shown in Figure 2-3 and Figure 2-4 respectively. The particular region of the curve that is affected by the change in parasitic component can clearly be seen in both figures. In Figure 2-3, $R_s$ was varied and the characteristics at \{0.1, 0.3 and 0.5\} $\Omega$ are shown; in each case $R_p$ is 30 $\Omega$. In Figure 2-4, $R_p$ was varied and \{10, 20 and 30\} $\Omega$ are shown; in each case $R_s$ is 0.1 $\Omega$. For both figures, the other diode parameters are common and are as given in Table 2-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$V_T$ (thermal voltage)</td>
<td>26 mV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_s$ (reverse saturation current)</td>
<td>$10^{-14}$ A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1: Diode parameters used for simulation purposes (see Figure 2-3 & Figure 2-4)
Figure 2-3: The effect of increasing series resistance, $R_s$, on the electrical characteristic of the PV cell. The greatest effect is visible in the constant voltage region of the characteristic.

Figure 2-4: The effect of increasing parallel resistance, $R_p$, on the electrical characteristic of the module. The greatest effect is seen in the constant current region of the characteristic.
In practice, the value of \( R_s \) is often approximately constant throughout the operation of the module as it is primarily determined by the behaviour of the interconnection of the PV cells [30], a property which is not affected during operation. The value of parallel resistance, however, is highly dependent on temperature [13].

In Figure 2-5, the basic model (neglecting the parasitic components) for an illuminated diode is presented. This model is then used to form a dual series-connected PV module under uniform illumination conditions. It is evident from this figure and accompanying equations that a single cell model can be used additively in series combinations to derive models for series-connected modules. Because parallel combinations are very rarely seen in practice, they are not discussed in this thesis.

In contrast to Figure 2-5, Figure 2-6 presents a case where the two series-connected cells in a module are non-uniformly illuminated. The resulting equation relating module voltage and current for this case is shown in the figure. This model highlights a difficulty for the analysis of these non-uniform illumination patterns, as the resultant equation mathematically tends to negative-infinity as the overall module-current exceeds that of the most poorly illuminated cell. This theoretical tendency towards negative infinity is non-practical, especially where a single quadrant load is used, as voltage and current can only exist in the same quadrant. In reality, this partial shading results in the sudden injection of a high impedance (resulting from the reverse biased diode) resulting in the current falling to zero in practice, where it will remain unless the module is driven into an adjacent operating quadrant by the connected ‘load’.
Figure 2-5: Extension of a single cell to a dual cell module (under uniform irradiation). The individual diode voltage drops are added linearly such that the module voltage is double the cell voltage. The series current is the same in each cell. It is assumed that the diode parameters are equal for each cell.

\[
V_{PV} = V_T \ln \left( \frac{I_{sol} - I}{I_{sat}} + 1 \right)
\]

\[
I_{D_1}, I_{D_2} = I_{sol} - I
\]

\[
V_{PV_1} = V_T \ln \left( \frac{I_{sol1} - I}{I_{sat}} + 1 \right)
\]

\[
V_{PV_2} = V_T \ln \left( \frac{I_{sol2} - I}{I_{sat}} + 1 \right)
\]

\[
V_{PV} = 2V_T \ln \left( \frac{I_{sol} - I}{I_{sat}} + 1 \right)
\]

Figure 2-6: A dual cell module with non-uniform irradiation causing a variation in insolation current. In this case, the module voltage is affected by the irradiation in both cells.

\[
V_{PV} = V_T \left( \ln \left( \frac{I_{sol1} - I}{I_{sat}} + 1 \right) + \ln \left( \frac{I_{sol2} - I}{I_{sat}} + 1 \right) \right)
\]
Figure 2-7: Three PV voltage-current characteristics for a uniform and two partially shaded events. The partial shading events shown are for 1-cell and 4-cells shaded respectively, within a series-connected module of 36 cells under identical ambient conditions in each case.

Furthermore, the presence of multiple maxima during partial shading will cause many problems for linear search based MPPT techniques [17], [21], [22]. The local maxima often cause false indication of maximum power point (MPP) which can lead to further degradation of power availability.

The partial shading phenomenon has resulted in extensive study in literature. The effect is often partially mitigated with the inclusion of reverse-parallel diodes[17], this is indicated in Figure 2-8.
A common approximation to the standard model for PV characteristics is the use of an incremental conductance approximation at a standard operating condition; a Thévenin or a Norton equivalent circuit. These equivalent circuits are common for use in this kind of characterisation because of their simplicity and the limited number of calculations needed for an analysis of their dynamic behaviour. However, because the incremental conductance is calculated from a tangent to the curve at a specific operating point, the range of voltage and current over which the models hold accuracy is limited. These kinds of approximations are only suitable for small signal analyses such as the stability analysis of a power converter connected to the modules.

The incremental conductance is calculated as the derivative of the cell current with respect to the cell voltage. The basic Shockley equation based model is expressed mathematically in (2-3), in (2-4) the incremental conductance slope of the PV curve is calculated for this basic model. From these equations, an expression of the operating point (large signal current and voltage) along with the incremental conductance at that point and Thévenin or Norton model can be produced [79–81]. The solution of this problem is, however, non-trivial. The equation can easily be solved in a forward fashion with knowledge of the operating point; however, the need to generate a universal solution for all values on the curve increases the problem considerably. For the majority of regions on the PV
curve, two solutions will exist, unless the problem is first constrained by the calculation of both the current and the voltage at the operating point.

\[ I = I_{sat} - I_{sat} \left( \frac{V_{pp}}{e^{V_T} - 1} \right) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-3)

\[ \frac{dI}{dV} = -\frac{I_{sat} V_{pp}}{V_T} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2-4)

2.2 - Characterisation methods

2.2.1 - Static methods

Static characterisation methods are those which feature continuous PV cell illumination. This continuous illumination is required for long term testing, often where environmental factors are to be considered. Additionally some tests require longer periods of illumination than might be available due to ambient sunlight.

2.2.1.i - Comparison of illumination sources

The various illumination sources must be compared on both their suitability as an illumination source for PV applications, but also in terms of the relative measurement uncertainties they introduce. Two important factors arise from these considerations: the stability of the illumination source with time—that is, temporal stability—and more rapid variations due to power source variations and radiation emission mechanism, flicker.

Temporal stability

The temporal stability of the illumination describes the very low frequency variations of the available illumination. This low frequency variation is typically caused by long term variations of the power source or long term degradation of the light source. This effect is rarely a problem for short term tests, but can present problems if a characterisation is to be repeated. The temporal stability can be a key consideration in the selection of a light source for tests. Most equipment powered directly
from the electric mains is susceptible to variations caused by the variation of mains voltage. The variation of mains voltage is frequently in excess of 10% of nominal throughout a day, and at certain times, can traverse the whole range in only one hour.

The best solution which mitigates the problems of mains voltage variations is to use a stabilised power source; for incandescent and halogen lamps, this can be a DC supply. It is also possible to use a stabilised AC supply; for example, modern high frequency electronic ballasts for fluorescent often perform a degree of stabilisation. In some instances, however, it is sufficient that if the AC line voltage is set before a test commences using a variable auto-transformer or similar equipment, the line voltage will be sufficiently stable for short tests, say of around thirty seconds’ duration.

An artificial light source is required as the time-varying stability of natural sunlight is sufficiently poor that an accurate characterisation of a solar cell cannot be performed before the illumination level has changed. This matter is confirmed by data gathered by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Climatic Data Center [82], which finds that the number of entirely cloudless days during which characterisation could be reliably performed using natural illumination is less than 50 per year for climates similar to Britain.

**Flicker and high frequency effects**

The majority of electric light sources considered in this section can be supplied by AC mains power. The use of an AC power input produces high frequency variations at multiples of the line frequency. Despite the relatively long thermal time constant of most incandescent sources, there is still a high degree of flicker due to variations in the AC power frequency. These problems are in addition to fluctuations in the mains voltage. The problem of flicker is much stronger with sources where the light emitting medium has shorter time constant, such as with gas-discharge and fluorescent lamps.

As, for the majority of cases presented here, the presence of flicker in the light source is a disadvantage since it results in variation in the output power of the PV module, which is undesirable.
A light quality factor is therefore defined as the ratio between the mean illumination intensity and the peak-peak repetitive flicker amplitude. This quality factor has been measured for a number of light sources, using a photodiode (BXP-61) biased to operate in the linear region. This arrangement produces a voltage directly proportional to the illumination incident upon it. These factors are summarised in Table 2-2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Flicker crest factor (peak/average)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fluorescent</td>
<td>1.148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halogen incandescent</td>
<td>1.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard tungsten</td>
<td>1.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium discharge</td>
<td>1.545</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-2 Review of flicker crest factors for various lighting technologies

**Spectral response**

To reflect practical use of PV cells, the properties of light sources are considered relative to those of the sun, which they emulate. The temperature of the sun ranges from 15 MK at the core to approximately 5 800 K at the surface. Radiation from the sun is in the form of both bosonic and fermionic radiation. Fermionic radiation, consisting predominantly of high energy protons and electronics rarely penetrates the atmosphere of earth and thus has little effect on PV cells. The bosonic radiation, which consists primarily of low energy photons, does penetrate the atmosphere and is the primary source of radiation incident upon the earth. The photons are generated from phosphorescent and fluorescent interactions at the surface of the sun and have an energy distribution following that of the Plankian distribution [83], shown mathematically in (2-5). This distribution forms the classic black body radiator model, which describes the distribution of frequency, wavelength or energy of photons emitted from a perfectly radiating surface. This is shown graphically in Figure 2-9.
Where:

\[ B_\nu(T) = \frac{2h\nu^3}{c^2} \frac{1}{e^{\frac{h\nu}{kT}} - 1} \]  

Where:

\( B_\nu(T) \)  
  The spectral intensity at temperature, \( T \), and wave frequency, \( \nu \)

\( h \)  
  Plank’s constant

\( c \)  
  The speed of light in an vacuum

\( \nu \)  
  The wave frequency of interest \((c = \nu\lambda)\) where \( \lambda \) is the wavelength

\( k \)  
  Boltzmann’s constant

\( T \)  
  The temperature of the emitting surface

The spectrum of daylight according to the AM-1.5 [84] spectrum standard for sunlight incident on the earth surface is shown alongside the 5 800 K black body curve. 5 800 K is the standard assumed temperature of the surface of the sun [83].

A xenon flash lamp is used for some of the characterisation processes. The xenon discharge characteristic consists of both black body radiation, due to the intense heat of the gas during ionisation, and atomic spectra due to the impact ionisation process by which the discharge occurs. This characteristic is demonstrated in Figure 2-10 [83]. The illumination sources used for the characterisation process, as demonstrated, have been selected for their spectral similarity to that of natural daylight. All the spectra differ from natural daylight, because the characteristics are difficult to emulate using easily implemented sources with the required intensity.
Figure 2-9: Three black body radiation curves for 3 000 K, 2 300 K and 5 800 K calculated from (2-5). Shown in addition is the AM-1.5 standard sunlight spectrum (standard curves from ASTM E927-10 standards).

Figure 2-10: The spectral content of a high intensity xenon flash
2.2.1.ii - Load considerations

In order to develop a curve describing the voltage and current characteristics of the PV module, a variable electric load must be applied to the PV module so that the current and voltage can be varied and measured, respectively.

The most basic electric load is the resistor. Resistors are available in a wide range of resistances and power ratings. They are also low cost. However, with a PV module, a wide range of resistance and power is required. An example of the selection of resistors for power requirement and resistance has been calculated for a specific case, described in Figure 2-11. The resistors are calculated by assuming the PV module to be a constant current/constant voltage source in the two distinct regions, a square approximation. An approximation is necessary because the accurate characteristic is unknown at the time that the resistors required to generate it are chosen. It can be seen in Figure 2-11, that for a basic DC characterisation of a modest PV module, resistance ranging from 0 to 100 Ω is required. The power required for each resistance level also exhibits a wide range of variation. If the characterisation were to be performed with a single rheostat then the required power rating would be 2 W to 400 W, because at peak power occurs mid-travel for the rheostat. Whilst a truly variable resistor provides the greatest level of variation and flexibility in measurements, a sequence of discrete resistors can be used instead (Figure 2-11).

The load-line characteristic of an active load can take a number of forms. These are in general: constant current, constant voltage, constant resistance and constant power. Electronic loads are available which can act in these modes. These loads contain a mechanism which exercises the control law in each case. Such controllers are imperfect and will introduce a number of non-idealities such as finite response time between load levels, noise (additive white Gaussian) and vestigial effects of internal oscillations (which are correlated, specific frequency noise).
Recalling that the photovoltaic module can be considered to have two operating regions, the constant voltage and constant current region, it can be seen that both of these cases introduce a different requirement for the loading. Loading a PV module with a fixed voltage load in the current source operating region requires a very high degree of control in order to maintain a steady load condition. The same difficulty arises when the panel is loaded with a constant current in the constant voltage region. The solution to this problem is to either shift between constant voltage and current modes or use a constant resistance load.

2.2.2 - Dynamic illumination methods

Dynamic illumination methods can be applied to the characterisation of PV modules in a variety of ways. Of greatest industrial significance is the flashed illumination method, where a short duration pulse of high intensity light is used to deliver sufficient energy for a sufficient time that a complete sweep of the electrical characteristic can be performed. This method has been primarily adopted in the PV cell fabrication and module production industries due to the short time required and the significant
energy reduction that results from using only low duty cycle illumination (low average power but high instantaneous power) [85–87]. Dynamic methods can be extended further to those which produce a slowly varying illumination to characterise the transient behaviour of both the modules, power converters and control methods.

2.2.2.i - Short duration flash

Whilst the industrial uptake of the short duration flash based methods is due to constraints of time and energy consumption, there are benefits which can be seen from a more scientific perspective. A typical radiation pattern of a unidirectional light source is shown in Figure 2-12. When the position of the PV module is close to the illumination source, there will be a significant variation in illumination intensity across the surface of the PV module. However, at increased distance there is a much better uniformity of illumination across the module. This improved uniformity is a matter that is best exploited with flashed illumination, an 80 J flash lasting 500 µs would be equivalent to a 160 kW illumination source, at close distances this would be too bright. The greater distance and therefore uniformity in illumination is unachievable with lower power illumination.

A typical pulse is caused by a short duration flash of 80 J, delivered for 500 µs, incident upon an 80 W PV module. The load conditions are consistent with the panel exposed to approximately 2 kW/m² of solar radiation (approximately twice the nominal short circuit current from standard test conditions). An example waveform of the PV voltage response to flashed illumination is shown in Figure 2-13, measured using the BXP-61 photodiode as before and recorded using a DSO. Figure 2-14 shows the results of characterisation by flashed illumination, each data point is obtained using a single flash by recording the peak voltage and current, occurring at the same instant as the peak in illumination demonstrated in Figure 2-13.
Figure 2-12: Variation of illumination pattern from a unidirectional light source, better uniformity is achieved at greater distance at the cost of decreased illumination.
Figure 2-13 Pulse response from a PV module exposed to a high intensity flashed illumination

Figure 2-14: A PV voltage-current characteristic obtained for an 80 W nominal PV module using a flashed illumination technique. Some deviations from a smooth curve are apparent; these are caused by variations in the intensity of the light pulse.
Figure 2-14 and Figure 2-13 shows an example of the output voltage response following a short duration flashed illumination pulse. The response on the PV module exhibits three distinct regions, a pre-pulse region (numbered 1), a high intensity region (number 2) and a settling region (number 3). Region 1 is the period before the pulse; this region is the response of the PV module in ambient conditions. Region 2 is the period where the discharge has occurred in the flash lamp and light intensity has reached a peak. There is a linear decay that is related to the loss of energy from the main storage capacitor within the flash unit. Region 3 is the period where the primary discharge within the lamp has ceased and the PV response is a combination of the decay of charge stored in parasitic capacitances within the cells and afterglow from the ionised gas in the flash tube.

2.3 - A PV module evaluation rig

For the purposes of characterisation of PV modules and attached power converters, a PV module under controlled illumination is required. A test rig was developed for the specific requirements of this work. The rig consists of a 40 W PV module with halogen illumination. One of the goals was flexibility, so that various measurement parameters could be varied whilst maintaining the ability to reconstruct previous experimental set-ups with ease. It was decided to employ a simple method of supporting both the illumination source and PV module, on freely moveable stands to maximise flexibility in the test rig. There remains the possibility of using an electronic load, passive resistor load or arbitrary power converter as the load on the cell under test.

The layout of the evaluation rig is shown in Figure 2-15. This arrangement gives maximum flexibility to alter the illumination intensity upon the module. This experimental setup is used throughout the thesis for the experimental validation and characterisation of modules.
Figure 2-15: Layout of the PV characterisation rig
2.4 - Chapter Conclusions

This chapter has outlined the basic models which have been used to represent PV modules and cells in previous literature. The models presented are used extensively in the remainder of this thesis, both for the appraisal and for the optimisation of MPPT power converters. Much research has been undertaken into these models and, in general, they require very little modification to be employed for accurate results in the majority of applications. In Chapter 4 analysis will be shown which highlights the effects of some of the parasitic elements and the deviations from the simplified model with increasing frequency of current and voltage perturbations.

Characterisation methods discussed in this chapter and evaluated using both practical measurement and mathematical analysis to predict the performance and permit optimum selection of a characterisation method for a particular application. Characterisation for the purpose of the evaluation of PV modules does not require the same degree of spectral control as is required for the prediction of efficiency. However, in contrast to the direct evaluation of semiconductor materials, certain perturbations, such as flicker and poor stability, can have their own impact on the controlled evaluation of MPPT algorithms and power converters.
Chapter 3 - Design of PV solar emulator for the evaluation of MPPT algorithms

In Chapter 2, methods of extracting parameters from photovoltaic cells were examined. Chapter 2 is crucial to the development of a PV characteristic to be used in a PV emulator as discussed in this chapter. The typical design process would encompass analysis of the design in the computational domain (simulation) to verify expected operation of power converter designs and MPPT algorithms. Once evaluated by simulation, both power converters and MPPT algorithms should be practically validated against the results from simulation. As discussed in the previous chapter, PV modules under natural illumination do not provide sufficient repeatability in order to validate simulated results. To perform experiments under repeatable conditions, either a PV characteristic emulator, or an artificially illuminated PV module is required. As discussed in Chapter 2, artificial illumination setups can provide sufficient stability and repeatability but does not permit the evaluation against arbitrary PV characteristics. Arbitrary characteristics may be required when the practical system is not easily accessed for testing.

A photovoltaic characteristic emulator is fundamentally a DC power supply with a strict relationship between output voltage and current programmed, which in this case would be programmed to that of a known PV characteristic. In this chapter, a design for such an emulator is presented.

3.1 - Requirements for a PV characteristic emulator

As with any emulator, the PV characteristic emulator will not be a perfect representation of an actual PV module as its characteristics will contain discrepancies compared to an actual module. These will in turn affect its ability to provide meaningful results during the testing of a power converter or MPPT algorithm. However, the repeatability of the PV characteristic emulator, allows accurate comparison between power conversion topologies and MPPT algorithms, and is therefore very useful.
Common methods of MPPT include open-circuit voltage monitoring, short-circuit current measurement, perturb and observe techniques, and hill-climbing methods [16]. The open-circuit and short-circuit methods rely on the measurement of static parameters from the PV module, and therefore demand accurate knowledge of the maximum power point with respect to either the open-circuit voltage or short-circuit current. In comparison, the ‘perturb and observe’ method (derived from the hill-climbing method) is a dynamic search-based method which demands consistency between slope of the measured and emulated characteristic curves. Furthermore, it should be noted that it is not only the voltage-current characteristic but also the power-voltage and power-current curves should be considered, in the construction of an emulator system to allow meaningful testing of MPPT algorithms and hardware.

3.2 - Review of the analytical PV characteristic model

The voltage-current characteristic of a PV module is commonly represented as an equivalent circuit containing both the body diode formed by the P-N junction of the solar cell, and the parasitic elements associated with cell [13], [77]. The current generated due to illumination is modelled as a perfect current generator placed in parallel with the body diode. This model is shown schematically in Figure 2-1 and has been extensively reported in literature on the modelling of PV cells and modules. The equation which determines the behaviour of voltage and current at the terminals has been derived as (3-1) [77]. This can be used to provide both the transient (AC response) and static (DC) responses of the PV module. The parasitic capacitance \( C_P \) in Figure 2-1 is commonly neglected for simplification purposes. \( C_P \) is dependent on a number of factors (e.g. temperature, illumination and operating current) which cannot easily be predicted for the purposes of modelling; furthermore, its low value (~100 pF) means that it only has a significant effect at very large rates of change of voltage not usually experienced during normal operation.
Figure 3-1: PV model equivalent circuit

\[ 0 = I_{sol} - I_{term} - C_p \frac{dV_{term}}{dt} - \frac{R_p}{V_{term} + R_s (I_{term} + C_p \frac{dV_{term}}{dt})} - I_{D_{sat}} \exp \left( \frac{V_{term} + R_s (I_{term} + C_p \frac{dV_{term}}{dt})}{V_{D_{th}}} \right) \]  

(3-1)

Where:

- \( I_{sol} \) The current due to the illumination of the PV cell P-N junctions
- \( C_p \) The value of parasitic parallel capacitance
- \( V_{term} \) The magnitude of voltage developed at the terminals of the PV module
- \( I_{term} \) The magnitude of current flowing in the output terminals of the PV module
- \( R_p \) The value of parasitic parallel resistance
- \( R_s \) The value of parasitic series resistance
- \( I_{D_{sat}} \) The value of the reverse saturation current of the PV cell P-N junctions
- \( V_{D_{th}} \) The effective inbuilt-potential of the PV cell P-N junctions

### 3.3 - The emulator circuit development

The established voltage-current characteristic obtained as per the process described in Chapter 2 can be used to determine the topology of circuit used to perform the emulation.

#### 3.3.1 - The output stage

In this section, candidate output stages which could be used to drive the output power to the circuit under test are considered. The potential output stages fall into two board categories: linear and switched mode. The switched mode output stages category encompasses any method by which the final signal is modulated to a dual-state (on/off) pulse train (e.g. PWM, delta-sigma modulation etc.)
which is then applied to a hard-driven switch operating conditions of greater current and/or voltage. In contrast, the linear category encompasses all output stages where output devices operate in a region other than hard-on or hard-off; however, in the linear operating area there are large losses in the switches which may lead to high power dissipation, and the need for heat-sinking

In most conventional switch-mode output stages, there is a residue ripple from imperfect filtering of the hard switched (square) waveforms. This ‘ripple’ in the output waveform can be filtered to low levels; however, the filtering is at the cost of system speed. Switched mode power converters used extensively for MPPT. These power converters, used on an emulator, would introduce a large ripple current. These effects would both interfere with the output stage control and be interfered with by ripple from the output stage. This matter would be undesired for the evaluation of such power converter ripple in the MPPT converter. For these reasons it was decided that the output driver of this emulator be of a linear (non-switched-mode) type.

3.3.2 - The VI controller- topologies

The use of digital control algorithms have been steadily increasing in popularity over the years since the production of microcontrollers to the point that the resulting flexibility of software reprogrammable algorithms have become an advantage over traditional analogue processing techniques [60].

One of the fundamental steps in the design of a digital control algorithm is to determine the required sampling rate and computational requirements. The sampling rate is commonly considered acceptable when it is an order of magnitude greater than the maximum frequency of fluctuations to be controlled, and at least twice that of the maximum frequency of any signal present (be that in the form of noise or any other form) [88]. The emulator will be used to examine MPPT systems based on switched mode power converter technologies operating at switching frequencies in the range between 20 kHz (typical minimum, being just above the range of human hearing) and 400 kHz. The maximum frequency of interest now determines the update rate of the controller, this places constraints on both
the sampling rate of the analogue to digital converter and controller processing rate. The required update rate will therefore be in the region of 4 million-updates per second (MUPS).

Analogue to digital converter technologies offer either high update rate or high resolution. Both high sample rate and resolution can both be met at greater financial cost. However, to maintain the high update rate, and solve the required IV characteristic equation at the rate required will require a large number of iterations, which could potentially increase the required iteration rate to nearly 40 MHz. Since each iteration will itself require a number of calculations, that would push the required processing power into the realm of a high-end DSP platform (400 MHz pipelined processor or parallel FPGA based processing). This kind of processor carries with it a high cost owing to highly optimised digital hardware. The digital process itself also carries with it a number of computational errors due to truncation and rounding of stored numbers during calculations. In contrast to these problems, a greater effort can be applied in the design of an analogue system used to generate the characteristic. Analogue methodology does, however, remove the re-programmability advantage of a digital system, but gives a potentially higher bandwidth system.

Given the above arguments, the proposed solution is to employ analogue computers to perform calculations since they do not suffer from the bandwidth limitation inherent with sampled data systems in digital computers. The performance of an analogue computer typically degrades gradually as frequency and dynamic range limits are reached, as opposed to a digital system where the transition from useful to meaningless results is abrupt. The fundamental variations are indicated by Figure 3-2. Because of this, the emulator was based on an analogue computation method.
3.3.3 - The VI controller, based on an analogue computer

Analogue computational methods have been used extensively where the equivalent digital system has failed to meet the requirements of speed or noise [63], [66], [67]. The popularity of analogue computer methods has declined significantly with the advent of modern digital computers and improved numerical solutions for differential equations. The original popularity of the analogue computer evolved from the ability of the operational amplifier to perform mathematical calculus functions such as integration and differentiation and the ease with which they could be scaled hierarchically to describe a complex physical system [66]. As such, the design of analogue computer systems is widespread in literature; however, there is little mention of the design of analogue computer systems for non-linear ordinary functions, such as the PV IV characteristic. This section therefore
presents a method employed for the design of the analogue computer solution for the IV controller in
the PV emulator.

The intention of the emulator is to provide a repeatable means for assessing the performance of
MPPT converters and their control algorithms. In this work, it is the generic behaviour of the system
that is of interest rather than emulating the response obtained from a specific PV module. Therefore,
to ease the development of the emulator, equation (3-1) is simplified by neglecting the direct effects of
the parasitic series and parallel resistances and also the parallel parasitic capacitance previously
discussed. The effects of these components will be assumed negligible and will be matched by
comparison of the final circuit components with the characteristic obtained directly from the PV
module. Removing the contributions leads to the following simplified model:

\[
0 = I_{sol} \frac{V_{term}}{R_p} - I_{D_{sat}} e^{V_{term} \frac{1}{V_{D_{th}}}}.
\]  (3-2)

Where the symbols have the same meaning as in (3-1)

This equation, however simplified, still contains an exponential term which is in general not
desirable in a circuit containing feedback. The exponential function has an incremental voltage gain
which increases with operating point and will cause unwanted amplification of noise, and therefore
requires feedback compensation which would make the circuit unable to operate at a bandwidth
greater than the equivalent digital system. Equation (3-2) is therefore rearranged to its logarithmic
equivalent as shown in (3-3).

\[
V_{term} = V_{D_{th}} \log_e \left( \frac{I_{sol} - I_{term}}{I_{D_{sat}}} + 1 \right)
\]  (3-3)

Where the symbols have the same meaning as in (3-1)

Now, equation (3-3) can therefore be represented using commonly available mathematical
functions implemented with analogue circuits, more specifically implemented with operational-
amplifiers. The system architecture approach is shown in Figure 3-3 where the terms contained within
log function brackets are first developed followed by the logarithmic function itself. The system was found to be stable by empirical evaluation and simulation.

Figure 3-3: The proposed topology to solve the PV-characteristic equation

This topology was then implemented by employing commonly used operational amplifier circuit topologies which perform the required mathematical functions. The electronic schematic of the proposed solution is shown in Figure 3-4. The functions performed by the operational amplifier circuits are as described in Table 3-1. Further important considerations must be taken into account with the presence of the current sense resistor which is on the ‘low-side’ and is therefore in series with the output. The presence of the current sense resistor must generate a negligible voltage drop compared to the output voltage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operational amplifier</th>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Assumptions for analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>Differencing amplifier</td>
<td>Ideal amplifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>Logarithmic amplifier</td>
<td>Ideal amplifier, no all diode considerations taken into account</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>Precision half-wave rectifier</td>
<td>Ideal amplifier, ideal diodes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Power amplifier</td>
<td>Ideal amplifier</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1: Operational amplifier function for the circuit shown in Figure 3-4.
Using conventional analysis techniques, a model for the emulator can be derived allowing the circuit elements and quantities to be equated to PV module characteristics. Assuming the operational amplifiers (A1, A2, A3 and A4) are all ideal the circuit behaviour equation is shown in (3-4). The term, $V_{sol}$ is introduced in Figure 3-4 as an arbitrary voltage signal proportional to module illumination, for simplicity it has been set at 2.5 V and is related to $I_{sol}$ via the non-inverting gain of amplifier A1.
0 = V_{D_T} \log_e \left( \frac{(G_1V_{sol} - G_2V_i)}{I_{D_{sat}}} + V_0\alpha_2 + 1 \right) + R_{10}(G_1V_{sol} - G_2V_i) + \alpha_1V_0 \tag{3-4}

Where:

- $R_x$ is the corresponding resistor, $R_{1,2,3,\ldots}$, in Figure 3-4
- $V_{D_T}$ is the thermal voltage of the diode associated with the logarithmic amplifier in Figure 3-4
- $V_0$ is the voltage developed at the output terminals of the emulator
- $V_i$ is the voltage developed over the current sense resistor, $V_i = I_{term}R_{16}$, where $I_{term}$ is the current flowing at the output terminals of the emulator, and
- $V_{sol}$ is a voltage representing the illumination of the module
- $G_1, G_2, \alpha_1, \alpha_2$ are lumped constants factored for simplicity, these are described in (3-5)

\[
\begin{align*}
G_1 &= \frac{R_3}{R_4R_5} \left( \frac{R_4 + R_2}{R_1 + R_3} \right) \\
G_2 &= \frac{R_2}{R_4R_5} \\
\alpha_1 &= \frac{R_{10}}{R_5} - 1 \\
\alpha_2 &= \frac{1}{R_0I_{D_{sat}}} 
\end{align*}
\tag{3-5}
\]

Where:

- $R_x$ is the corresponding resistor, $R_{1,2,3,\ldots}$, in Figure 3-4
- $I_{D_{sat}}$ is the reverse saturation current on the diode associated with A2 in Figure 3-4

3.4 - Matching the emulator response to a given characteristic

Given that the purpose of the PV emulator is to replicate a given PV module characteristic (as opposed to one defined by model parameters), the next stage in the development of the PV emulator is to determine a method by which the component values can be selected to give a desired response. In this section a curve fitting methodology is described to obtain the emulator circuit component values by minimising the error between the predicted emulator response and the PV module experimental characteristic. The equation determining the output behaviour of the PV is both implicit and transcendental, and therefore no exact analytical solution to the equation exists, because given the large number of variables to be solved for this, it would also be prohibitively complex.
The equation of (3-4) is now of a similar form to (3-6), which is an expression for the error between the measured voltage and the voltage calculated from measured current for a single point on an IV curve. This kind of expression is used either to calculate the fitness of measured data to a known function or to evaluate the acuity of the function based on measured data.

\[ V(I_n) - V_n \]  
\[ (3-6) \]

Where:

\[ V(I_n) \] is the function describing the relationship between \( I_n \) and \( V_n \)

\( I_n \) and \( V_n \) are measured data

The four isolated lumped constants in (3-4) (\( G_1, G_2, \alpha_1, \alpha_2 \)) uniquely define the twelve variables, with the exception of \( I_{D_{sat}} \) & \( V_{D_s} \) which are determined by the characteristics of the diode in the circuit. A least squares approach will be used to form the cost function for later optimisation, as follows. Measurement noise terms have been minimised during the practical measurement stages and are therefore not included in the lead squares formulation.

\[
\begin{align*}
X(\{V_{i_n}, V_{o_n}\}, G_1, G_2, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, V_{Sol}, R_{10}) &= \\
&= \sum_{n=1}^{N} \left[ V_{D_s} \log_e \left( \frac{(G_1 V_{Sol} - G_2 V_{in})}{I_{D_{sat}}} + V_{o_n} \alpha_2 + 1 \right) + R_{10} (G_1 V_{Sol} - G_2 V_{in}) \right. \\
&\quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \quad \left. + \alpha_1 V_{o_n} \right]^2 \\
&\quad (3-7)
\end{align*}
\]

Where the variables have the same meaning as defined in (3-4) with \( V_{in} \) and \( V_{o_n} \) expanded for the case of \( N \) 2-tuples of data to form the curve to fit the equation to. \( X(\ldots) \) is the cost function to be minimised.

For the purpose of using a curve fitting algorithm to obtain values for the defined parameters in (3-5), numerical bounds must be defined to ensure only useable values are obtained. These are defined in (3-8) based on physical and practical constraints. Many minimisation methods do not intrinsically accept bounded parameters (those with a range of acceptable values). In this case, for simplicity they have been implemented as an additive quadratic penalty function. The generalised form of the penalty function applied is shown in (3-9), as the parameter drifts beyond its permitted boundary, the penalty function increases the value.
\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \quad G_1 \in \mathbb{R}: & \quad 0 \leq G_1 < \infty \\
\{ \quad G_2 \in \mathbb{R}: & \quad 0 \leq G_2 < \infty \\
\{ \quad \alpha_1 \in \mathbb{R}: & \quad -1 \leq \alpha_1 < \infty \\
\{ \quad \alpha_2 \in \mathbb{R}: & \quad 0 \leq \alpha_2 < \infty \\
\end{align*}
\] (3-8)

Where: the symbols have the meanings previously defined in (3-5)

\[
c(P) = \begin{cases} (P - P_l)^2, & P \leq P_l \\ (P - P_u)^2, & P \geq P_u \\ 0, & P_l \leq P \leq P_u \end{cases}
\] (3-9)

Where:

- \( P_l \) is the lower bound of parameter \( P \)
- \( P_u \) is the upper bound of parameter \( P \)

The resulting minimisation function then becomes:

\[
\min \{ X(V_{in}, V_{an}), G_1, G_2, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, V_{sol}, R_{10} \} + c(G_1, G_2, \alpha_1, \alpha_2, V_{sol}, R_{10}) \} \] (3-10)

Where:

- \( c(\ldots) \) is the penalty function applied for the parameters
- \( X(\ldots) \) is the original function to be minimised

The equation which defines the relationship between the voltage and current at the output terminals of the emulator can now be solved using a curve fitting routine. For this purpose, the ‘Simplex method of Nelder and Mead’ was used. The Nelder-Mead algorithm has frequently been used in literature and has implementations in many engineering mathematics software packages. The application of soft constraints as demonstrated in (3-9) requires the use of a non-gradient method. The Nelder-Mead algorithm has a wide area of convergence, which in this application is more important than its slow convergence rate.

Initial trials of the method were performed using synthetic measurement data from a simplistic PV characteristic generated by equation (3-11). The use of calculated data gives an initial certainty that the data is of acceptable quality for the curve fitting routine.
\[ V_{\text{term}} = 2.5 \log \left( \frac{10 - I_{\text{term}}}{0.0001} + 1 \right) \]  

(3-11)

Trials of the solving algorithm initially showed a significant degree of competition between the variables and a general trend for the parameters to be ‘saturated’ at their limits, indicating that a solution for the configuration was unobtainable with any degree of repeatability or confidence. This matter was investigated by solving for the remaining parameters with a single parameter fixed over a range. The results of these investigations are shown in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 which clearly show where the solution deviates significantly from the dominant trend in the data. This problem is undetectable without a-posteriori knowledge of the system as the error term does not fluctuate under this effect.

Figure 3-5: Parameter search results with \( G_1 \) swept - \( V_{\text{term}} = 2.5 \log \left( \frac{10 - I_{\text{term}}}{0.0001} + 1 \right) \) used as equation to match
Noting that in Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6, the parameter $G_2$ appears to be directly proportional to parameter $G_1$ and is unaffected by the apparent noise, its gradient was noted as being consistently equal to $\frac{V_{sol}}{I_{sol}}$ ($I_{sol}$ being extrapolated by the supplied model data as the point where the voltage of the module falls to zero). With a parameter relationship implemented such that $G_1 = \frac{V_{sol}}{I_{sol}}$, the problems ceased, the results of similar parameter sweeps are shown in Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8. It can be seen that there is significant improvement in the numerical stability by setting the parameter relationship as was obtained through inspection: there are no significant deviations from the general trend of the data points.
Figure 3-7: Parameter search results with $G_1$ swept - $V_{term} = 2.5\log\left(\frac{10 - I_{term}}{0.0001} + 1\right)$ used as equation to match. A parameter relationship of $G_1 = \frac{V_{sat}}{I_{sat}}$ is defined.

Figure 3-8: Parameter search results with $G_1$ swept - $V_{term} = 2.5\log\left(\frac{10 - I_{term}}{0.0001} + 1\right)$ used as equation to match. A parameter relationship of $G_1 = \frac{V_{sat}}{I_{sat}}$ is defined.
3.5 - Determining emulator component values from a PV module characteristic

The presented circuit component calculation technique has so far only been demonstrated with an analytical model used to calculate the characteristic to be matched. Whilst this method remains valid in testing the ability of the algorithms to calculate the component values for the emulator; the system must also be tested for its ability to replicate a true PV module characteristic.

Data was collected from a nominally 12 W polycrystalline-silicon module. A variable resistance was used as load and illumination was provided by a high intensity flash as previously discussed. Twenty data points were collected over the range from open circuit to short circuit. The data was then used to determine the component values for the emulator. Practical results from the emulator are shown with the original data in Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10.

3.5.1 - Calculated components

The diode element in the logarithmic amplifier was constructed from a serial chain of 10 1N4148 small-signal silicon diodes. By constructing a diode from a string of 10, reverse leakage is decreased and requirements for voltage amplification are reduced. The equivalent $I_S$ and $V_T$ of the diode string is determined from a voltage-current plot and fed into the component calculation algorithm. This string of 1N4148 diodes was found to have and $I_S$ of 50 nA and $V_T$ of 30 mV.

The op-amps used were Burr-Brown OPA445 devices which have a 90 V rail-to-rail supply voltage; the high supply voltage reduces the total number of power supply rails required for the circuit.

The lumped parameter values and the resulting calculated component values are shown in Table 3-2 and Table 3-3 respectively.
## Table 3-2: The parameter values calculated for the emulator lumped parameters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$G_1$</td>
<td>$8.99 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$G_2$</td>
<td>$9.10 \times 10^{-5}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_1$</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_2$</td>
<td>74.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{sol}$</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{10}$</td>
<td>10 Ω</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Table 3-3: Calculated components from the parameter values shown in Table 3-2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R_1$</td>
<td>270 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_2$</td>
<td>270 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_3$</td>
<td>11 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_4$</td>
<td>11 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_5$</td>
<td>11 kΩ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_{10}$</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R_8$</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.6 - Results

Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show the results collected from the practical emulator once matched to the experimentally obtained PV module characteristic: real data from the PV module is denoted ‘real’ and data measured from the emulator is denoted as ‘emulator’.
Figure 3-9: Voltage-power curves for the both original characteristic data and that obtained from the matched emulator

Figure 3-10: Current-power curves for the both original characteristic data and that obtained from the matched emulator
Both Figure 3-9 and Figure 3-10 show good agreement. In Figure 3-9 it is apparent that the location of the maximum power point is accurately matched, whereas in Figure 3-10 there is a 2.5% error in the current at which the maximum power point occurs. The location of the maximum power point is therefore within acceptable uncertainty for evaluation of the O/C and S/C MPPT methods previously described. The shape of both current-power and voltage-power also show good agreement: there are no local minima or maxima which would cause dynamic search-based algorithms, for example the ‘perturb and observe’ algorithm, to falsely indicate maximum power has been reached.

The proposed design is therefore seen to be an accurate PV module emulator.
3.7 - Chapter conclusions

This chapter has been concerned with the development of a PV module characteristic emulator. The merits of digital and analogue computing methods to perform the required tasks have been compared and contrasted justifying the final decision that the system be based on an analogue computer. The method used to design the practical circuit has been presented along with the necessary assumptions made. A practical method to determine required circuit values in order to programme a characteristic in to the emulator has also been shown along with various modifications to a ‘straight-forward’ approach which tailor the equation to be solved accurately by applying techniques (both analytically and by inspection) to reduce the number of parameters which must be solved for. Results have also been presented which indicate that the emulator mimics the PV-module characteristic with sufficient accuracy such that a range of MPPT algorithms can be evaluated.

In later chapters the emulator will be used to provide a stable platform for power converter testing.
Chapter 4 - Effects of power converter induced current ripple on PV module output power

Modern photovoltaic (PV) power generation systems demand the use of maximum power point tracking (MPPT) control algorithms that can only be efficiently implemented using switched mode power conversion techniques. The operation of switched mode power converters, in particular, hard switched converters, produces a significant ripple current due to both finite inductance and finite switching frequency within the converter. Control algorithms also impose a much lower frequency ripple current on the output of the power converter. This chapter is concerned with the effect of the generic switching frequency ripple produced within the power converter, and its effect on the operational efficiency of the PV generation system. This effect occurs regardless of additional current ripple caused by maximum power point tracking, controller instability and line frequency effects (in grid connected inverter systems), and is generic to the operation of the switched mode power converter in the MPPT system.

4.1 - Definition of transfer efficiency

A typical PV power system will consist of a number of individual components. Firstly, a primary source of power. In this case it is the electromagnetic radiation in the near-visible spectrum termed insolation. This insolation in incident upon the primary power conversion mechanism: the PV module. The module itself consists not only of PV cells, also a transparent layer, commonly made from glass, providing physical protection for the cells. A quantity of this insolation will be reflected or absorbed by this protective layer. The transmitted fraction of insolation (i.e. neither absorbed nor reflected) is then incident upon the PV cells. The insolation incident upon the PV cells is then subject to various mechanisms of loss within the silicon structure, and the fraction of the incident radiation flux which successfully converts to electrical power at the semiconductor junction of the PV cell is often termed the quantum efficiency.
For steady-state ambient conditions and incident insolation upon the module, power is generated at a fixed rate. For a fixed radiation flux (fluence of electromagnetic-quanta), an equivalent number of electrons are liberated in the semiconductor junction and produce a voltage difference at the electrical interconnects to the cells. This gives the potential to drive current in an external circuit. As discussed in Chapter 2, the voltage generated at each cell is largely dependent on the resistance of the external circuit. With a cell terminated with infinite impedance, the current generated by the insolation flows only within the internal circuit, which consists of a combination of bulk resistances and semiconductor junction diode itself. In this case, \textit{power is generated but none is transferred to the external circuit}. A cell terminated by an impedance of zero suffers from the opposite effect that all current flows in the external circuit causing zero voltage at the terminal; thus, zero power is similarly transferred to the external circuit.

\textit{Transfer efficiency is thus defined here the fraction of power transferred to an arbitrary external circuit to that which could be delivered under ideal electrical conditions (i.e. those of perfect MPPT).}

A reduction of transfer efficiency can be demonstrated to be apparent under a number of circumstances, most notably under conditions of imperfect MPPT and under a deviation from DC MPPT conditions. Conditions of DC MPPT and transfer efficiency are demonstrated in Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2. The case of deviation from this DC case is shown in the remainder of the chapter. This analysis is not a solution for the optimisation of the entire system but specifically of the power converter and its effects. It is assumed that any external effects due to variation of illumination are sufficiently slow compared with any electrical variations and that a MPPT algorithm can track changes sufficiently quickly. Transfer efficiency can be represented mathematically as in (4-1).

\[
\eta_{\text{transfer}} = \frac{P_i}{P_{\text{MPP}}}
\]  

(4-1)

Where:
\( \eta_{\text{transfer}} \) is transfer efficiency

\( P_i \) is the instantaneous or average input power to the external circuit

\( P_{\text{MPP}} \) is the power delivered by the PV module under MPP conditions

Figure 4-1: Typical PV module electrical characteristics shown in terms of both output current and power with respect to varying terminal voltage. Curves are shown for a constant \( I_{\text{sol}} = 1 \text{ A} \).
Figure 4-2: A graph showing the power response of a PV module with respect to varying terminal voltage. The graph has been scaled in terms of transfer efficiency, defined as the ratio of extract power to that at MPP. Curves are shown for a constant $I_{sol} = 1$ A.

4.2 - Theoretical analysis

The transfer efficiency is considered to be the ratio of the actual electrical power extracted from the PV module as a fraction of the power at maximum power point condition of the PV module. This only considers the condition where the voltage and current seen by the PV module are pure DC, whereas in reality due to the switching nature of the power converter there will be a significant ripple imposed on them. To address this problem, the response of the PV module under conditions of significant current ripple imposed on the DC conditions is now considered.

4.2.1 - Modelling a SMPC

In order to predict the behaviour of a PV module to varying current drawn, a mathematical model of the current drawn by a typical SMPC is required.
The selection of a SMPC for PV applications can be characterised by requirements for boost/buck performance and isolation requirements. A typical PV installation layout is shown in Figure 4-3. An intermediate DC bus exists in between the frontend power converter and downstream modules. The front-end power converter must primarily perform the voltage transformation from the PV module to the intermediate bus whilst providing MPPT functionality. Galvanic isolation must, in most circumstances, be provided somewhere in the system for protection of equipment and reduction of radiated noise. Isolation is not, however, a direct requirement in the front end power converter performing the MPPT. Typically, in mains connected power supplies, the front end (the active power factor correction stage) is un-isolated; isolation instead implemented later in the power chain. This approach is adopted here: the MPPT being un-isolated and isolation being gained at the inverter stage if required [53], [89–91]. A number of power converter topologies meet these basic requirements and have been previously described in literature for this MPPT purpose [77], the reduced set of single ended non-isolated converters is shown in Figure 4-4. This reduced set forms the basis for the following analysis.

Figure 4-3: Typical PV generation system for grid in-feed applications.
Figure 4-4: Various common SMPC topologies used in PV applications shown with their accompanying input current waveforms.

For initial simplicity, it is assumed that no electrical filtering of switching noise occurs before the front-end converter, and therefore appears at the input to the PV panel. The existence of a pre-filter can impact the efficiency, and thus in this case will be neglected until their requirements are better understood. Filtering is often considered from the basis of electromagnetic compatibility standards and serves to eliminate the effects of voltage- and current-induced noise. The SMPC waveforms previously reported are harmonically complex and, strictly, contain frequency components up to infinite frequency. In reality a certain degree of filtering is provided by both cable inductances and parasitic capacitances. Over the frequency range of 100 kHz to 3 MHz, CISPR standards dictate that a source impedance of 150 ohms (inductive) must be used to quantify the effects of conducted noise, stability and external disturbances in AC and DC power networks [92]. In a more PV orientated consideration, a 3 metre length of wire, with conductors separated consistently by 1 centimetre will have an inductance of approximately 2.25 microhenrys, which gives a differential mode impedance of
1.41 Ω at 100 kHz and of 141 Ω at 10 MHz. The presence of this series impedance will modify the spectral content of the waveform by reducing the amplitude of higher harmonics seen by the PV module. The fundamental and a small fraction of the lower harmonics (2\textsuperscript{nd} to 5\textsuperscript{th} harmonics) will remain, and will be considered as the main disturbance to the PV module. Figure 4-5 shows the typical spectral content for a continuous-mode triangle wave input current waveform, characteristic of a SMPS, at 100 kHz with harmonics extending up to 2.1 MHz (shown as the upper line in green). The spectrum is then modified by the inclusion of the impedance due to the cable inductance (2.25 µH) as previously stated. The resultant contains much-reduced high order harmonic content and a greater proportion of its energy is carried by the lower frequencies. Because of this filtering effect of the higher frequencies, a pure sine-wave excitation will be used to model the AC ripple drawn by the SMPS.

A pure sine-wave excitation will, during practical experiments where frequency-dependent effects are likely to occur, produce results that can provide more useful information on the high frequency behaviour of the PV module unaffected by non-uniform harmonic frequency effects.

![Spectral content of SMPS input current](image)

Figure 4-5: The harmonic content for a triangle wave, unfiltered in blue and filtered by a 20 dB/decade slope in green. This demonstrates the amount by which high order harmonics are reduced, justifying the calculation of high frequency transfer efficiency by pure sine-wave.
4.2.2 - Modelling a PV module

A model has been previously presented which takes into account various frequency-dependent factors in the PV model; this is shown in Figure 4-6. The primary frequency dependence of the electrical characteristics of the PV module comes from the module’s junction capacitance which is caused by the combined effects of the individual cell junction capacitances. This capacitance is dependent on manufacturing variations in the cells along with their operating conditions. Further to the initial manufacturing variations, there is also a great difficulty in the characterisation of the junction capacitance due to the non-linear nature of the electrical characteristics of the cells. This non-linear behaviour becomes significant in the capacitance measurement of a PV module, as the DC currents must be close to the MPP conditions, typically above 1 amp. A perturbation current with a magnitude of two or more orders of magnitude below this DC ‘bias’ current must be injected such that the response can be assumed linear. A signal of this magnitude is within the noise floor of RF-pickup and ‘noise’ from varying ambient conditions makes measurements impractical. Because of the combined uncertainty in the measurement of the parasitic capacitance, it has been chosen to initially neglect it from the model. The model thus simplifies to that shown in Figure 4-6. The equation determining this behaviour described by the circuit is shown in (2-3). Which in turn simplifies to (4-3) based on the assumption that the series resistance is negligibly small.

![Figure 4-6: PV model used](image)
0 = I_{sol} - I_{term} - \frac{V_{term} - R_s I_{term}}{R_p} - I_{D_{sat}} \left( \frac{V_{term} - R_s I_{term}}{e^{V_{D_{th}}} - 1} \right) \tag{4-2}

Where:

- $I_{sol}$ is the current due to the illumination of the PV cell P-N junctions
- $V_{term}$ is the magnitude of voltage developed at the terminals of the PV module
- $I_{term}$ is the magnitude of current flowing in the output terminals of the PV module
- $R_p$ is the value of parasitic parallel resistance
- $R_s$ is the value of parasitic series resistance
- $I_{D_{sat}}$ is the value of the reverse saturation current of the PV cell P-N junctions
- $V_{D_{th}}$ is the effective inbuilt-potential of the PV cell P-N junctions

\[ 0 = I_{sol} - I_{term} - \frac{V_{term}}{R_p} - I_{D_{sat}} \left( \frac{V_{term}}{e^{V_{D_{th}}} - 1} \right) \tag{4-3} \]

4.2.3 - Mathematical approach

The process of analysis in this case takes the form of a numerical solution to the PV equation of (4-3) for the DC plus AC ripple current excitation. As previously discussed, the current waveform is modelled as a pure sine wave with amplitude and arbitrary frequency, as shown in (4-4). The analysis is performed for constant illumination.

\[ I_{term} = I_{MPP} - \left( \frac{A}{2} \right) \sin(t) \tag{4-4} \]

Where:

- $I_{term}$ The excitation current applied to the PV module (indicated in Figure 4-6) [A]
- $I_{MPP}$ The maximum power point current of the module [A]
- $A$ The peak-to-peak amplitude of the sine wave excitation [A]
- $t$ A ‘time’ parameter where $t = \left[ 0, 2\pi n \right], n \in \mathbb{N}$, where $n$ is an arbitrary integer to which the resulting (periodic) function is invariant
\[ P_t = I_{term} V_{term}(I_t) \]  

Where:
- \( P_t \) The instantaneous power from the PV module at time \( t \)
- \( I_{term} \) The instantaneous current drawn from the module at time \( t \)
- \( V_{term}(I) \) The numerical solution of the PV voltage for a value of \( I \)

The equation for instantaneous power transferred at any time is determined from (4-5). The expression for the module voltage is determined from the numerical solution of (4-3). The instantaneous power equation is then averaged over an integer number of sine wave cycles as shown in (4-6).

\[
P_t = \frac{\int_0^{2\pi} I_{term} V_{term}(I_{term}) \, dt}{\int_0^{2\pi} dt}
\]

Where:
- \( P_t \) The instantaneous power from the PV module at time \( t \)
- \( I_{term} \) The instantaneous current drawn from the module at time \( t \)
- \( V_{term}(I) \) The numerical solution of the PV voltage for a value of \( I \)
- \( n \) An integer such that the integration is performed over an integer number of cycles: \( n \in \mathbb{N} \)

Numerical data from a characterisation of a PV module under constant illumination from halogen illumination, as described in Chapter 2, was reduced in order to model parameters which could be used in a mathematical model to perform the analysis. This process of reduction to model parameters was performed using a least-squares curve fitting process of the measured data to the equation describing the PV equivalent circuit model, shown in (4-3). With the equation in the form presented in (4-3), replacing the equality to zero instead to an arbitrary error, \( \varepsilon \), as shown in (4-7) and by replacement of the terminal voltage and current with tuples, \((V_i, I_i)\), representing pairs of measured voltage and current. The model can be solved in a least squares fashion as shown in (4-8) such that the resulting parameters, \( \{I_{sol}, V_{th}, I_{sat}, R_p\} \), form the set required in the model. The minimisation was performed using the Nedler-Mead simplex algorithm [28]. Figure 4-7 shows a comparison the original measured data and that generated by the model, Table 4-1 shows the model parameters extracted from the original data used in the modelled data curve of Figure 4-7.
\[ \varepsilon(V_i, I_i) = I_{sol} - I_i - \frac{V_i}{R_p} - I_{D_{sat}} \left( \frac{V_i}{e^{\frac{V_i}{V_{th}}} - 1} \right) \]  

(4-7)

Where: \((V_i, I_i)\) are tuples of measured voltage and current pairs for the PV module under characterisation. The remaining variables have the same meaning as in (4-3).

\[
\min \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N} e^2(V_i, I_i) \right) \quad (4-8)
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(I_{sol})</td>
<td>635 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(V_{D_{th}})</td>
<td>1.01 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(I_{D_{sat}})</td>
<td>1 mA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R_p)</td>
<td>17 k(\Omega)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1: Model parameters extracted from PV data for the numerical analysis

A solution for \(V(I)\) (that is voltage as a function of current) can only be found by numerical means given the transcendental and implicit nature of the equation. Voltage was calculated in terms of current using the Van Wijngaarden-Dekker-Brent root finding method. Equation (4-5) can be used directly with error term, in the form \(\varepsilon(V_i, I_i)\), replacing the initial zero of equation as shown in (4-7), which produces an equation with a unique root (zero crossing) at the values of \(V_i\) and \(I_i\) that satisfy the equation. This produces an equation as shown in (4-9).

\[ V(I) = VWDB(\varepsilon(V, I), V) \quad \text{for} \quad I \]

(4-9)

Where: \(VWDB(f(x), x)\) denotes the application of the Van Wijngaarden-Dekker-Brent method to find the root of function \(f(x)\) with respect to \(x\).

In order to solve (4-6) in a numerical domain (as opposed to analytical), the equations to be solved must be digitised with respect to time, \(t\). This is performed as shown in (4-10).
\[ t = [0, \delta, 2\delta, \ldots, 2\pi] \]

Time is represented as a discrete series from 0 to \(2\pi\) such that \(t_i\) represents any discrete instant in time where \(i\) is any integer between 1 and \(N\), where \(N\) is the number of time intervals and \(N = 2\pi/\delta + 1\).

The excitation current is calculated as:

\[ I_i = I_{MPP} \left( \frac{A}{2} \right) \sin(t_i) \]

As thus consists of \(N\) elements.

\[
V_i = V(I_i) = VWDB(\varepsilon(V, I_i), V)
\]

And power is calculated as

\[ P_i = V_i I_i \]

The average power over the \(2\pi\) period is thus calculated by the trapezium rule as:

\[ P_t = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} P_i \]

Figure 4-7: A comparison of the measured and modelled PV module characteristic used in the theoretical analysis of transfer efficiency presented.

4.2.4 - Theoretical results

Presented in Figure 4-8 is the result of the numerical analysis applied to the PV model shown previously. There is a clear degradation in transfer efficiency with increased current ripple. The
current ripple has been normalised to the maximum power point current of the module under the test conditions, which was 420 mA in this case.

![Graph](image)

Figure 4-8: Transfer efficiency results for the theoretical analysis

### 4.3 - An experimental test rig for evaluation of PV module small signal behaviour

A PV test facility, previously described in Chapter 2, will here be used to validate theoretical results. A number of considerations were raised during the work described in this chapter that prompted modifications to the experimental rig, such as the adoption of a stabilised DC power supply for the lighting, rather than mains supply, as the voltage and current measurements are highly sensitive to variations in insolation, and could be affected by small variations in light output due to the mains supply frequency if AC powered lights were used. Both noise due to ripple in illumination and mechanical vibration in the physical supports were sufficient to cause large variations in the measurements, therefore, the mechanical integrity of the test system was also increased.

#### 4.3.1 - A high speed electronic load: a power supply emulator

Previous research has employed power amplifiers to provide a perturbation that is capacitively coupled to the DC loading of the illuminated PV module. In previous literature, it has also been stated that for this purpose an audio frequency power amplifier was used, explaining certain difficulties in
producing excitations in the frequency range more typical of SMPCs (>20kHz) in these works. In the amplifier-capacitor method of signal injection, over a wide frequency range, the AC coupling capacitor becomes prohibitively large to operate at low frequency and high ripple current amplitude. Furthermore, the isolation of the loading condition becomes difficult, which prohibits the use of electronic loads which have poorly defined high frequency impedance. These two problems set both upper and lower frequency limits of the system.

Problems encountered by previous researchers on this topic provided sufficient impetus to produce a custom electronic load for this purpose [45]. The electronic load is capable of providing both DC bias and AC perturbation to the PV module. This arrangement eliminates the requirement for AC coupling capacitors in the power circuit. The proposed topology for the electronic load is described in the schematic in Figure 4-9. The load is, in essence a cascode pair of BJTs. Bipolar technology was chosen over MOSFETs because of the generally lower Miller capacitance that increases the effectiveness of high frequency (HF) bypassing on the cascode bias generator, increasing the system bandwidth.

The practical load was verified by a DC linearity test, time-domain step response and by examination of the pure sine-wave response. The DC linearity was tested by sweeping the DC control signal over a range from 0 to 1 A, which is the expected operating region of the load. The control voltage and load current were measured over this sweep with results shown in Figure 4-10. The linearity of the control voltage with current is poor below 50 mA but over the remainder of the range shows good agreement.
Figure 4-9: The schematic outline of the high-speed electronic load. The cascode bias generator generates the voltage labelled $v_{\text{bias}}$ on the base terminal of Q1. DC load-point setting is performed by $v_{\text{dc}}$ and the AC perturbation is delivered by $v_{\text{ripple}}$ via a DC blocking capacitor. The test source indicated was used as the basis of the performance tests.

Figure 4-10: The DC response of the high-speed load. Measurement points are indicated by the (x) markers and a linear regression line is shown by the continuous line.
The frequency response of the electronic load was measured using a step-response method as this would also indicate problems due to slew-rate limitation and other undesired limitations. The results shown in Figure 4-11 show the response of load current to a fast-edged square wave pulse-train control voltage causing a 105 mA step change in load current. The 10–90% response time of the waveform is 139 ns which, by the first order relationship $t_{10–90\%} = 2.2RC$, is representative of a 15.8 MHz bandwidth also no direct slew rate limitation is apparent.

For final verification of the load, Figure 4-12 shows the response of the load to a sine-wave perturbation. The perturbation was a 700 kHz, 120 mVpk-pk sine-wave, a high-frequency blip is apparent at the crest and trough of the excitation waveform (see Figure 4-12), this is indicative of the higher frequencies produced by the signal generator (Krohn-Hite 5300A). However, no great distortion is apparent in the output waveform. Quantitative measurement of THD is not possible to any meaningful resolution using the equipment available.

![High-speed load current rise time](image)

Figure 4-11: The response of the load current to a square-wave signal. The rise time is shown as 139 ns which is representative of a small signal bandwidth of 15.8 MHz.
Figure 4-12: The response of the high-speed load to a 700 kHz, 120 mV_{pk-pk} perturbation.

4.3.2 - A smooth artificial illumination source

As described in Chapter 2, the standard 50 Hz mains power supplied to the halogen lamps (providing the artificial illumination) proved impractical for this application because of the amplitude of the 100 Hz ripple caused by the pulsed heating of the lamp filament. For the noise sensitive measurements presented here, a DC source was utilised, providing the requisite 240 V_{rms} to power the filaments with a smooth DC power waveform, eliminating the ripple in the illumination.

4.3.3 - Experimental procedure

Figure 4-13 shows a schematic outline of the measurement setup. The measurement follows the same principals as the theoretical analysis. The multiplication of voltage and current along with the integer cycle averaging in order to calculate the average power over a number of whole cycles. The equipment utilised is stated in Table 4-2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC/DC current measurement</td>
<td>LEM PR50 – DC-50 MHz current probe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscilloscope – measurement and</td>
<td>Agilent 54624A – 100 MHz quad channel digitising oscilloscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>maths functions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC measurements</td>
<td>Hewlett Packard 34401A 6½ digit multimeter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Power supply for illumination</td>
<td>Sorensen Power DCR 300-9B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Function generator for excitation current</td>
<td>Krohn-Hite 5300A 2 MHz function generator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2: Equipment used in practical measurement

Figure 4-13: A schematic diagram outline of the experimental setup used to quantify the effects of transfer efficiency on a real PV module.
4.4 - Experimental results

Results are shown here from the experimental work performed. Figure 4-14 shows the response of the module to perturbations over a range of amplitudes at three individual frequencies for comparison. At each frequency, a clear trend can be seen in that the ratio of power extracted to power available (transfer efficiency) reduces with increased ripple amplitude. The trend is less pronounced at higher frequency, this effect is better shown in Figure 4-15. Figure 4-15 shows the transfer efficiency over a range of frequency for three individual ripple amplitudes.

Figure 4-14: Experimental results showing the variation of transfer efficiency with increasing ripple amplitude at fixed frequency. The results have been repeated for three frequencies of ripple current indicated by the three lines. Amplitudes are quoted as peak to peak measurements.
Figure 4-15: Experimental results showing the variation of transfer efficiency with increasing ripple current frequency. This frequency response is shown for three amplitudes of ripple current (shown in mA pk-pk). Theoretical values for ripple amplitudes corresponding to the curves are marked on the graph, the curves show a clear tendency towards them with decreasing frequency.

4.5 - Discussion

The results shown here demonstrate both that there is a significant degradation to transfer efficiency for both high amplitude and low frequency current ripple.

The frequency response of transfer efficiency is shown and forms two plateaus. At high frequency, the response tends towards maximum efficiency. The high frequency response can indisputably be due to the effects of the PV cell parasitic capacitance and the parasitic inductance of cables used in the experiment. The plateau at low frequency appears to converge towards the theoretical values. These theoretical values were based on an assumption of negligible frequency dependence, as described in earlier sections. This apparent tendency of the experimental result towards the theoretical therefore suggests a region of minimal frequency-dependent effects, which is consistent with the low frequency.
At 100 kHz, the transfer efficiency approaches 98% for a 200 mA ripple current amplitude. The PV module used in this investigation has a short circuit current of approximately 2 A, that is 200 mA ripple typical of a 10% current ripple used in the design criteria for the primary inductor of a SMPC.

4.5.1 - Impact on Power converter efficiency

Basic analysis of the results would lead to the conclusion that, by increasing the switching frequency and reducing the ripple current, it is possible to nearly eradicate the reduction in transfer efficiency under the conditions shown. In order to realise the advantage of high transfer efficiency, the constraints of high frequency and low ripple must be applied to the power converter design. These will affect design constraints of size, weight and efficiency. To understand better the impact of the results the transfer efficiency for conditions of frequency and current-ripple they must be considered alongside the associated power converter losses.

To evaluate the effects of the constraints applied to the power converter a simplified loss model of a boost converter has been prepared. The loss model only considers dominant effects of frequency and ripple by neglecting DC resistance and ON/OFF state losses in active components, and therefore only considers the switching losses and magnetics losses [89]. DC losses in active and passive components have been neglected as they are largely independent on the current ripple magnitude, and magnetic losses are strongly dependent on both frequency and magnitude of AC ripple. Similarly switching losses are solely dependent on switching frequency for constant ambient and drive conditions. Figure 4-16 shows a chart depicting the relationships between the various loss mechanisms affected by frequency and ripple. For modest values of ripple, the difference between the RMS and average value remains within marginal error and has minimal effect on the ripple-associated losses.

It is assumed that the magnetic components are constructed from litz-wire of a sufficient grade as to minimise AC-resistance losses due to that are associated skin effect with increased frequency.
The specifics of the loss estimation are detailed in the following sections.

4.5.1.i - Magnetic losses

Magnetic core losses as previously mentioned depend on both peak-peak flux density swing and winding losses. Winding losses are also a critical element in the efficiency calculation that whilst being strictly a DC loss the choice of inductance value determined from current ripple and frequency requirements determines the number of winding turns and therefore its DC resistance.

The design of the inductor follows a flux limited approach described by Mohan [34]. The approach set forth by Mohan et al is similar to many described in literature. Losses for the magnetic component are based on the winding resistance and specific core loss for a specific case of 3F3 material. In a more practical sense, ferrite material choices are the result of a trade-off between cost, efficiency, temperature stability of characteristics and availability in specific core forms. Because many of the selection criteria fall out of the scope of this analysis and only a single core material (3F3) is considered in this process.
A curve fit is applied to this data in order to determine the Steinmetz equation parameters. The loss curve is shown in Figure 4-17 for five frequencies: 25 kHz, 100 kHz, 200 kHz, 400 kHz and 700 kHz, labelled A to E respectively.

\[ P_v = k f^\alpha \tilde{B}^\beta \]  

(4-11)

Where:
- \( P_v \) is the specific loss power in the ferrite
- \( k \) is an arbitrary constant of proportionality
- \( f \) is the frequency of the alternating flux-density, \( B \)
- \( \alpha \) is the frequency associated loss parameter
- \( \tilde{B} \) is the peak value of the alternating flux-density, \( B \)
- \( \beta \) is the flux-density associated loss parameter

The loss presented in the 3F3 data sheet shows a linear relationship between \( \log(P_v) \) and \( \log(\tilde{B}) \), for discrete frequencies. This implies a constant value for \( \alpha \), and agreement with the flux-density associated loss in the Steinmetz equation. By applying a logarithm (base 10) to both sides of the
equation, the results of (4-12) is produced which for individual frequencies can be related to the equation of the straight line as in (4-13).

\[
\log(P_v) = \log(k f^a \hat{B}^\beta) \Rightarrow \\
\log(P_v) = \log k + \log f^a + \log \hat{B}^\beta \Rightarrow \\
\log(P_v) = \log k + \alpha \log f + \beta \log \hat{B}
\]

\[
[\log(P_v)]_{f_{A.E}} = [\log k + \alpha \log f]_{f_{A.D}} + \beta \log \hat{B} \equiv y = a + bx
\]  

(4-13)

Where:

\[
a_{f_{A.E}} = [\log k + \alpha \log f]_{f_{A.D}} \\
b = \beta \\
x = \log \hat{B} \\
y = [\log(P_v)]_{f_{A.D}}
\]

The values for the $y$-intercept from the initial curve fit for each frequency of the form of (4-14), can then be subject to a second curve fit in order to disseminate the value of $k$ and $\alpha$.

\[
a_{f_{A.E}} = [\log k + \alpha \log f]_{f_{A.D}}
\]  

(4-14)

The curve fit is applied to the data of the form shown in (4-15).

\[
a_{f_{A.E}} = \log k + \alpha \log f \equiv y = a + bx
\]  

(4-15)

Where:

\[
a = \log k \\
b = \beta \\
x = \log f \\
y = a_{f_{A.E}}
\]

This process produced a value for $a = 1.35$ for $f$ in kHz; a value for $\beta = 2.7$ for $\hat{B}$ in tesla producing a specific loss in units of W/cm$^3$.

**4.5.1.ii - Switching losses**
Considering the peak current and voltage for the power condition of the PV module operating at 20W with MPP voltage of 17 V at 1.18 A, and a constant switching transition time, the switching loss is calculated as in (4-16).

\[
P_{sw} = f_{sw} \frac{1}{2} V_{out} \left( I_{inave} + \frac{\Delta I}{2} \right) t_{sw_{off}} + f_{sw} \frac{1}{2} V_{out} \left( I_{inave} - \frac{\Delta I}{2} \right) t_{sw_{on}}
\]  

(4-16)

Where:
- \( P_{sw} \) is the steady state switching loss
- \( f_{sw} \) is the converter switching frequency
- \( V_{out} \) is the steady state output voltage of the converter
- \( I_{inave} \) is the average steady state input current to the converter
- \( \Delta I \) is the steady state peak-peak inductor ripple current

The resulting power converter efficiency over a range of frequency and ripple current is shown in Figure 4-18. A clear degradation in efficiency is apparent as the frequency of operation is increased. There is little variation in efficiency with varying ripple current. The greatest influence on the high frequency losses are the switching losses. These results have been combined with those of the practical transfer efficiency to produce a speculative complete system efficiency as shown in Figure 4-19.

Figure 4-19 shows that the increased transfer efficiency at increased frequency is practically eradicated by the reduced efficiency of the power converter. The most apparent benefit is that total system efficiency can be increased by a reduction in the current ripple whilst maintaining either constant or reduced frequency. This can only be achieved with a greater inductance, or alternative power converter topologies. Furthermore, the losses demonstrated in Figure 4-19 are consistent with the findings of Beltrame et al [93] who provided a comprehensive overview of the losses mechanisms of a boost converter for PV applications by theory and experimental validation.
Figure 4-18: Modelled power converter losses.

Figure 4-19: Modelled power converter losses.
4.6 - Chapter conclusions

The concept of transfer-efficiency has been introduced and explained from a position where pure DC voltages and currents are considered for the PV module. This concept has then been analysed in a computational basis and experimental validation of the matter has successfully indicated conditions where transfer efficiency is maximised.

The experimental methodology required to perform such measurements under controlled conditions has been presented with details of specific modifications to the experimental rig described in Chapter 2. Results gathered from the experiment show agreement only at low frequency, as predicted. The effects of frequency dependent-factors such as parasitic elements within the module can act to improve the transfer efficiency of the module when presented with loads containing significant current ripple.

The apparent constraints that one must apply to a power converter in order to gain optimal performance, i.e. use of high frequency switching and low current ripple, are further investigated. The constraints are investigated with the analysis of a basic loss model of a boost converter, the loss model takes into account the factors of current ripple and switching frequency to expose the effects on the power converter’s efficiency. The effect of increasing frequency has been shown to degrade the total system efficiency whereas benefits can be had by increasing the inductance, (reducing the current ripple for fixed frequency). Increasing the inductance for a fixed frequency will pose greater problems to the system designer in that power density and cost can be decreased. The equivalent effect of cost reduction and power density would also be seen by the inclusion of an input differential mode power filter.

The explored effects of switching converter induced current ripple on the efficiency of a PV module now leads to the primary constraint that to optimise the performance of the system and preserve design constraints including cost, weight, material usage which are key in low carbon and ‘green’ energy; alternative converter topologies must be explored to maximise transfer efficiency.
Chapter 5 - A wide operating range zero ripple SEPIC converter

Chapter 4 demonstrated how the average output power from the PV cell or module is affected by the current ripple superimposed on the DC average current drawn from the device. This effect was shown to diminish at conditions of either high frequency (above 200 kHz) or as the current ripple approaches zero. If these constraints are imposed during the design of a SMPS for a PV system, whilst improving the transfer efficiency in the PV unit, the SMPS efficiency and thus total system efficiency is severely degraded. It was therefore proposed in the conclusions of Chapter 4 that a converter topology other than a classic boost converter should be used to maximise overall system efficiency. Primarily, two options exist from established technologies. Either resonant power converters, which can operate efficiently at high frequency, or low-ripple topologies such as the dual inductor circuits, namely the SEPIC and Ćuk converters, which can operate efficiently at low input current ripple.

Whilst there is an apparent advantage of resonant power converters operating at high efficiency at high switching frequencies, they require additional filtering to avoid problems with EMC. This filtering must be designed with knowledge of the particular PV characteristic of the module with which they will be used. This chapter therefore presents a design for a zero input current ripple SEPIC converter. The SEPIC converter has been shown in previous literature [41] to operate successfully with near zero input current ripple; however, stringent operating limits and design constraints are required to realise this using a simple design approach. Presented in this chapter is a novel approach to the SEPIC converter design which includes a variable inductor which can compensate for variations in input ripple normally seen over wide operating conditions, typically required in PV applications.

5.1 - Introduction

A solution of the problem of reduced transfer efficiency is through the use of zero-ripple power converter topologies. The zero-ripple phenomena originally explored by Ćuk and Middlebrook [35],
and exists when the magnetic components of Ćuk and SEPIC converters are coupled. SEPIC converters are often favoured for their ability to operate at near-zero input current ripple [41], [94–97]. However, in a practical power converter, a true zero-ripple condition cannot be met because of dynamic variations of components and the effects of parasitic elements. In the presented designs, the zero-ripple condition can be best met at a single operating condition [96]. However, the power generated by a PV module is largely dependent on environmental conditions, and varies widely during operation: this limits the direct benefits gained by using a SEPIC converter for PV applications. Deviations from the ideal zero-ripple condition are compounded by variations in practical component values, which not only due to initial manufacturing tolerances, but are also dependent on environmental conditions such as temperature and ageing. In this chapter, a modification to the classic coupled inductor s SEPIC converter is modified with the addition of a variable inductor such that the imbalance due to parasitic elements can be corrected. This variable inductor takes the form of a saturable inductor.

A controllable saturable inductor (in contrast to a saturable reactor) is a device which permits a progressively controlled change in inductance whilst maintaining linear behaviour. Saturable inductors have previously been reported in literature [98] primarily for matching of resonant circuit characteristics in induction heating applications. The construction of a saturable inductor is similar to that of a standard inductor with the inclusion of axillary (bias) windings to produce conditions of magnetic flux close to those at saturation where the reluctance of the core begins to change, thus changing the effective reluctance of the magnetic circuit and thereby the inductance of the main coil.

5.2 - The un-coupled inductors SEPIC converter

The schematic diagram of a classic, un-coupled inductor SEPIC converter is shown in Figure 5-1 [35], [99].
Under steady state conditions, the voltage-time balance for $L_1$ can be shown as:

\[
V_{dc} \cdot \delta T = \left( V_{LOAD} + V_D - V_{C1} - V_{DC} \right) (1 - \delta)T
\]  

(5-1)

Given that the average value of $V_{C1}$ is equal to $V_{dc}$ then this equation reduces to:

\[
V_{dc} \cdot \delta T = \left( V_{LOAD} + V_D \right) (1 - \delta)T,
\]  

(5-2)

rearranging gives,

\[
\frac{V_{LOAD} + V_D}{V_{dc}} = \frac{\delta}{1 - \delta},
\]  

(5-3)

which, is the relationship between the converter gain and duty cycle. This relationship is valid for both coupled and non-coupled inductor SEPIC converters operating under continuous capacitor voltage conditions [4] [8].

### 5.3 - The coupled inductors SEPIC converter

A circuit diagram of the coupled-inductor SEPIC converter is shown in Figure 5-2. The main switch, $T_1$, is driven by a pulse width modulated signal of constant switching period $T$ and variable on-time, $\delta T$, where $\delta$ is the modulation factor or ‘duty cycle’ [34], [35].
The coupled inductor variant of the SEPIC converter follows the same topology as the uncoupled inductor version, with the constraint of \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) share a common magnetic core. The main advantages of a shared magnetic core between \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \) is a reduction in size, weight and cost of the converter.

The steady state analysis has previously been performed for the uncoupled inductors case. The steady state equations are, however, no different since the magnetic coupling affects only dynamic currents, principally of concern here, the ripple.

5.3.1 - The zero ripple condition

The magnetic coupling of the two inductors can be used to null the input current ripple (it is not possible to null the output current of a SEPIC converter as it is discontinuous by nature). The zero-ripple phenomenon was originally explored in the Ćuk converter [35] has also been applied to the SEPIC converter [41]. The coupled inductor SEPIC converter can be analysed by replacing the coupled magnetic element with a tee model equivalent circuit, shown in Figure 5-3.
Figure 5-3: Tee model of a coupled inductor

The tee model of the coupled inductor produces the inductance $L_1$ and $L_2$ given by the following equations:

\[
L_1 = L_{l(1)} + \left(\frac{N_1}{N_2}\right) \cdot L_m
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5-4)

\[
L_2 = L_{l(2)} + L_m
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5-5)

Using basic circuit theory, the voltage across the mutual inductance can be expressed with respect to $V_2$ as:

\[
V_m = \frac{L_m}{L_m + L_{l(2)}} V_{l2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5-6)

And the voltage across the $L_{l(1)}$ by:

\[
V_{L_{l(1)}} = V_{L1} - V_m \left(\frac{N_1}{N_2}\right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5-7)

Under steady state operation with zero-ripple current, the voltage across the primary leakage inductance, $L_{l(1)}$ must be zero. This yields the relationship:

\[
V_{L1} = V_m \left(\frac{N_1}{N_2}\right)
\]  \hspace{1cm} (5-8)

Substituting the previously found expression for $V_m$, the basic condition for zero-ripple can be found:
Due to tolerances and parasitic components in a real circuit, the zero-ripple condition expressed in (5-9) cannot always be met. A scheme employing a ‘compensation’ inductance is therefore presented to overcome the problems due to physical realisation.

\[
V_1 = \frac{L_m}{L_m + L_{t(2)}} \left( \frac{N_1}{N_2} \right) V_2
\]  

(5-9)

Figure 5-4: Tee model of coupled inductor with additional external variable inductance

The inclusion of the compensation inductor, \( L_3 \), in the zero ripple condition from equation (5-9) results in equation (5-10). This can be rearranged as shown in (5-11). The resulting relationship determines the required value of compensation inductance required to correct imbalances of voltages and inductances.

\[
V_1 = \frac{L_m}{L_m + L_{t(2)} + L_3} \cdot \left( \frac{N_1}{N_2} \right) \cdot V_2
\]  

(5-10)

\[
L_3 = L_m \cdot \left( \frac{V_2}{V_1} \cdot \frac{N_1}{N_2} - 1 \right) - L_{t(2)}
\]  

(5-11)
Figure 5-5: A coupled inductors SEPIC converter with additional external variable inductance

From (5-11), one can see that a negative value for $L_3$ may be required depending on the particular conditions, making the circuit unrealisable. Therefore, in order to ensure this situation does not occur, the turns ratio and mutual inductance can be manipulated to ensure a positive real inductance to meet required voltage conversion and inductance ratios, and therefore physically realisable, compensation inductor. The proposed layout of the SEPIC converter with saturable inductor is shown in Figure 5-5.

5.4 - An electronically variable inductor

To implement a system whereby the ripple can be reduced sufficiently, an inductor whose value can be varied in response to adverse ripple conditions is required. Variable inductors can be implemented using physically moveable cores to alter the magnetic reluctance of the core by physically adjusting an air-gap. A potential method has been previously explored by Sewell et al whereby limbs of the magnetic core are biased with a magnetic flux such that they operate in a non-linear region of their B-H curve.

A design of a variable inductor has previously been presented by Sewell et al [98] for impedance matching in induction heating applications. The physical form of the presented saturable inductor is based on an E-type core. With reference to Figure 5-6, the inductance is provided by a winding
formed on the centre leg of the core (light blue), the winding layout and expected flux pattern is shown in Figure 5-7. Further windings are formed on the two remaining legs (red); these form the magnetic bias for manipulation of the reluctance of the magnetic circuit. The bias windings are wound and connected to an external bias current generator such that no resultant EMF is inducted upon the bias generator, i.e. the induced voltages are equal and opposite. The resulting magnetic circuit is shown by the lumped reluctance model in Figure 5-8.

![Figure 5-6: 3-dimensional representation of the saturable inductor, primary winding shown in light blue with external bias windings shown in red.](image)

A lumped reluctance model of the E-core is presented in Figure 5-8. The elements MMF_{B1} and MMF_{B2} represent the core bias windings, and are designed such that the flux elements \( \Phi_x \) and \( \Phi_y \) are equal and opposite and therefore cancel in the primary flux path (the branch containing \( S_z \)). To validate potential designs for the saturable inductor, finite element analysis (FEA) simulations were performed using the FEMM software package. Typical FEA results are shown in Figure 5-9 and Figure 5-11 which were performed using a standard ferrite E-core using N87 material. N87 material was chosen as it is available in many common core-forms, is inexpensive and has acceptable loss characteristics at the frequencies of interest. The non-linear B-H curve of the N87 is shown in Figure 5-10, the non-linearity of this curve is critical to the behaviour of the saturable inductor. Figure 5-9 shows a flux-density plot of the inductor under a particular condition of primary inductor current and bias winding, of particular note is the variation of the flux density in the outer legs, on the left is seen a
reduction and on the right is an increase in flux density, this is due to the interaction of the flux due to the primary inductor adding and subtracting with the bias flux in the outer legs. For clarity, a plot of the flux density on a plane parallel with the air-gap is shown in Figure 5-11. For comparison, Figure 5-15 shows the response of the primary inductance to both bias winding current and primary inductor current, minimal variation due to the primary inductor current, which is key to maintaining the operation of the converter, with the assumed fact that inductance is independent of small variations of current through it.

Figure 5-7: Schematic representation of the saturable inductor showing both horizontal and vertical cross sections, the directions of currents and flux are representative of the convention.
Figure 5-8: Lumped reluctance model of the saturable inductor

Figure 5-9: An image from one particular run of the finite element simulation, it is visually apparent with the addition and subtraction of flux in the outer legs. The bias windings are held at 100 A.turns and 5 A.turn is applied to the centre leg.
Figure 5-10: N87 ferrite material magnetisation curve

**N87 Ferrite B-H curve**

![N87 ferrite B-H curve graph]

Figure 5-11: A plot showing the flux density along the cross-section, the outer legs, carrying the bias windings are denoted A, the winding window region is shown as B, and the centre leg is shown as C. The difference in the flux density in the two outer legs is consistent with the addition and subtraction of flux due to the primary winding given its direction relative to the bias flux circulating the outer legs.

**Flux density along cross-section**

![Flux density along cross-section graph]
5.5 - Design of a coupled inductors SEPIC converter for zero ripple operation

In this section, a design case study for a PV battery charger is undertaken to illustrate the design process. A nominally 12 V / 40 W silicon PV module is selected as the power source (the same module used in the transfer efficiency investigation) and two 12 V VRLA batteries connected in series as the load. Dependent on operating condition, the power from the PV module will vary from 0 W to above 40 W. However, to make the design realisable, a lower limit of useable power must be assigned; in this case it is chosen as 10% of the nominal module output, which is 4 W. Known characteristics of the PV module indicate that for the established operating range the power will be produced at a voltage between 10 V and 24 V and a current between 0.7 A and 2.5 A over normal conditions, thus forming the input specification for the SEPIC converter.

The design process for the SEPIC converter is first performed as design with uncoupled inductors; the constraint imposed by their coupling is later applied, noting that it is shown previously that steady state characteristics are independent of coupling. Conditions of continuous inductor current and continuous capacitor voltage must be guaranteed by design to ensure operation as previously calculated. The behaviour of the converter is further ensured with minimal variation (below 1%) in the capacitor voltage over a switching cycle [34].

The input inductance is calculated at the boundary-mode operation; maximum input voltage and minimum input current give rise to the worst case operating conditions.
The maximum operating current, which is transferred via the main coupling capacitor as an AC current, now must produce a voltage deviation that is only a small fraction of the DC voltages in the circuit. A peak-to-peak voltage that is no more than 1% of the average DC voltage on the capacitor is chosen: full analysis of the errors in circuit behaviour with respect AC perturbations of the capacitor voltage is presented by Mohan et al [34]. A capacitance of $C_1$ being 2.2 mF is thus chosen.

Inductance is calculated as shown in (5-12), with minimum input current of 0.7 A, input voltage of 24 V, 100 kHz switching frequency and 50% duty cycle. The result of this suggests a required inductance of at least 85 µH for $L_1$.

With the input inductance now determined, to ensure that the compensation inductance is a real positive value, an inductance ratio must be determined between $L_1$ and $L_2$. The practical value of inductance must be a fraction smaller than the ideal as to permit a realistic value of compensation inductance. The value for the inductance $L_3$ under ideal circumstances can therefore be calculated from (5-12). $L_3$ must therefore be within an achievable range of inductance. To meet the zero-ripple condition with this value of inductance the following must be met:

$$V_{DC} = L_1 \cdot \frac{dI_1}{dt}$$

$$\Rightarrow L_{2,3} = \frac{V_{DC} \delta T}{I_{\text{ripple(pk–pk)}}}$$

$$I_{\text{ripple(pk–pk)}} \leq 2 \cdot I_{L_{1\text{min}}},$$

$$L_1 \geq \frac{V_{DC} \delta T}{2 \cdot I_{L_{1\text{min}}}}$$

(5-12)
\[ L_3 = L_m \left( \frac{V_2 N_1}{V_1 N_2} - 1 \right) - L_{l2} \]

\[ \approx L_3 = L_m \left( \frac{V_2 N_1}{V_1 N_2} - 1 \right) \] (5-13)

This ratio has been selected as \( L_1:L_2 \) of 1.7:1 which corresponds to a turns ratio of 1.3:1, the ideal condition would be met at a turns ratio of 1.4:1 and thus the proposed inductance ratio requires positive, real compensation.

Component values used calculated by the design process shown are shown in Table 5-1. The range of compensation inductance is to be calculated from SPICE design verification presented in Section 5.5.1 - because of its high degree of dependence on component tolerances that is not easily dealt with analytically.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L_1</td>
<td>84 µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L_2</td>
<td>50 µH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C_1</td>
<td>2.2 mF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-1: Calculated component values for the SEPIC converter with coupled inductors and compensation inductance

As the saturation current for the main inductor winding will be dependent on the core bias applied, and to avoid non-linear inductance affecting the behaviour of the converter, the peak-to-peak flux swing of the converter is set at 10% of the saturation point of the unbiased core. A design consideration presented by previous works on the design of saturable inductors presented by Sewel et al [98] shows the maximum variation of inductance as a function of the air-gap size.

5.5.1 - Design verification and calculation of compensation inductance

To verify the design process, a SPICE simulation was performed using Monte Carlo based parameter adjustment to simulate component variations. A Monte Carlo process is used here to reduce
the total number of computations required for an evaluation of the search space. This process is particularly useful where the component values of interest are subject to Gaussian distribution when physically implemented. For each condition of parameter values, a parameter sweep of compensation inductance is performed. Magnetic component nominal values were subjected to a 2σ variation of 20% of nominal value and capacitors to a 2σ variation of 10% of nominal. The standard deviations were obtained from the component data sheets and show a representative figure common amongst many similar components.

The results of this verification and calculation process are shown in Figure 5-12, it shows the ripple magnitude plotted against the compensation inductance value for a selection of the Monte Carlo steps. This shows that over the range of component tolerances and operating conditions, there exists a compensation inductance within the controlled range of the saturable inductor.

![Figure 5-12: Results from SPICE Monte Carlo investigation to determine required range of compensation inductance](image)

With the inclusion of the core bias windings, the saturation characteristics of the main inductance will not be dependent on the current flowing through it alone and to ensure linearity of the inductor under normal operation, a magnetic flux limit constraint is applied as the principal design goal. As the
SPICE verification of the remaining design showed that a required inductance range between 10uH and 22.5uH is required, this corresponds to a control range of 44.4%. According to Sewell et al [98], such a control range is available with a maximum air-gap of 2.5mm.

5.5.2 - Design of the saturable inductor

A sample of the spread-sheet used to calculate the inductors is shown in Table 5-2, showing the optimum inductor solution, which resulted as an E 42/21/15 core with 0.5 mm airgap, populated with 9 turns.

As can be seen in Table 5-2, the solution taken as optimum was not indeed that of least loss. Whilst being attractive for low loss in this application; the concave face in the outer legs of an ETD form core severely reduces the window utilisation, making it a poor choice when using external bias windings. This is clarified in Figure 5-13 which shows outlines of the core forms and the closest possible path which can be followed by a copper winding. Whilst windings could potentially be formed to follow these faces, this requirement demands unconventional manufacturing methods and has as such been neglected for practical implementation.

The available window area is filled with 80 bias winding turns per external leg of the inductor (total of 160 turns). The achievable control range is shown in Figure 5-14; the inductance is measured using a Hioki 3522 LCR meter and current to bias the coils by a standard bench power supply and measured with a HP34401A multimeter.

Figure 5-13: A visual comparison of E and ETD core forms. The E core is shown on the left (hatched cross-section) with the closest possible formation of windings to the body of the core (solid black). The ETD form is shown on the right, there is a region of redundant space between the winding and the concave face.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter ↓</th>
<th>Core type →</th>
<th>ETD34 with 0.5 mm airgap</th>
<th>E 42/21/15 with 0.5 mm airgap</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductance factor/Al (H/turn)</td>
<td>2.51E-07</td>
<td>4.54E-07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core reluctance (H⁻¹)</td>
<td>3 984 064</td>
<td>2 202 643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Required inductance (µH)</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak current</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of turns to meet inductance requirement</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ampere-turns product for rated current</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total flux at rated current (µWb)</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>8.52</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flux density at rated current (mT)</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peak current required to saturate the core (ϕ = 200 mT)</td>
<td>6.13</td>
<td>8.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core volume (mm³)</td>
<td>7 630</td>
<td>17 300</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N87 loss at 200mT 100kHz (kW/m³)</td>
<td>7 630</td>
<td>7 630</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core losses at rated current (mW)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding window area (mm²)</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packing factor (to accommodate bias windings also)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single turn copper CSA (mm²)</td>
<td>3.17</td>
<td>6.39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length per turn (m)</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total length, for n turns (cm)</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resistance (mΩ)</td>
<td>3.21</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winding loss (mW)</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Core loss (mW)</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>130</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total loss (mW)</td>
<td>71.0</td>
<td>136</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5-2: A sample from the saturable inductor design process spreadsheet
Figure 5-14: Variation of compensation inductor with increasing Ampere-Turns bias (160 turns total bias winding)

Figure 5-15: A surface plot showing the response of the inductance seen in the primary coil of the saturable inductor in response to current in the bias windings and in the primary coil itself generated from finite element analysis

5.5.3 - Zero-ripple control with the saturable inductor

To ensure zero-ripple operation over the operating range of the converter the compensation inductance, $L_3$, must be dynamically varied. Ideal behaviour of a SEPIC converter stipulates voltages $V_1$ and $V_2$ will be constant. Deviations from ideal behaviour will be present in a real circuit due to parasitic elements and due to manufacturing tolerances, for example, the turns ratio and coefficient of coupling between the coils. Voltage imbalances will be caused by current flowing in parasitic elements such as internal resistance of the coils and are thus dependent on the power supplied from the PV module and will not be static throughout the course of operating of the converter.
A proposed dynamic zero-ripple tracking scheme, similar in structure to a MPPT scheme, using the compensation inductance as the control input to the system and sensed current ripple as an input to the controller. To avoid altering the dynamics of the converter significantly, the time required to ‘null’ the ripple is chosen to be much slower than the cut-off frequency of the converter. A flow chart for the desired behaviour of the compensator is shown in. The algorithm forms a hill climbing method for the minimisation of ripple in terms of the bias winding current parameter.

![Flow chart](image)

Figure 5-16: Control mechanism for zero-ripple, reminiscent of a perturb and observe algorithm

5.6 - Results

Shown here in Figure 5-17, Figure 5-18 and Figure 2-1 are cases of the input ripple current to the prototype SEPIC converter, when supplied with a variable voltage source. The cases are shown for extremes of operating voltage for a PV module. For each case, the ripple current is shown for an insufficient, excess and adequate value of compensation inductance provided by the saturable inductor.
Figure 5-17: Input current ripple waveforms for 11V input 24V output

Figure 5-18: Input current ripple waveforms for 20V input 24V output
Figure 5-19: Input current ripple waveforms for 17.5V input and 24V output

Figure 5-20: The variation of input current ripple with varying core bias. This shows that for the two cases, 0.5 A and 1 A input DC current, there is required two different values of compensation inductance.
Shown in Figure 5-20 is the variation in the input current ripple with changing core bias. This demonstrates that for different conditions of input current a different compensation inductance is required to minimise the effects of stray voltages (parasitic effects) due to different input currents.

The results here show that for each of 11 V, 17.5 V and 20 V input to the SEPIC converter there exists an inductance within the range of the variable inductor which can provide sufficient compensation to the losses in the circuit to reduce the ripple current to negligible levels. In this case, the minimum value of ripple is in the order of 1 mA. Specifically, for the 1 A and 0.5 A case they are 3.1 mA and 2.5 mA respectively.

5.7 - Chapter Conclusions

This chapter has shown the design, construction and evaluation of a SEPIC converter modified to provide low ripple over a wide range of input voltages and currents. The modes under which the ripple voltage strays from zero has been found to be different based upon an imbalance of voltages on the coupled inductors, the solution for this is to provide a low loss method of correcting this imbalance. The design presented here utilises a variable inductor to correct the balance of voltages. The variable inductor has been previously discussed in literature for impedance matching for situations where operation at or near resonance is important, for example, induction heating. Results have been shown for this application demonstrating that this method provides the sufficient improvement towards the improved transfer efficiency conditions (either increased frequency or decreased ripple) discussed in Chapter 4.

The solution presented in this chapter shows one method by which a special optimisation or alternative power converter topology can be used to mitigate the problem of reduced transfer efficiency. The problem of reduced transfer efficiency was discussed in Chapter 4 and it was demonstrated that operation at improved transfer efficiency conditions impacted negatively upon the efficiency of the power converter. The saturable inductor method shown in this chapter, used to restore the zero ripple condition requires power to be dissipated in the bias windings. This will have
an impact on the total efficiency. Considering the results of Chapter 4, specifically, Figure 4-19, the increase in transfer efficiency in moving from 400 mA ripple to 3 mA ripple represents a near 2% increase, from 98% to almost 100%. The efficiency of the boost converter considered at that operating point is 93% which is the minimum efficiency of the proposed SEPIC converter before it can be considered the optimum solution. The case presented in this chapter has been designed for low power, 40 W easily. The design for 40 W was decided upon for the ease with which a repeatable PV source could be set up in a laboratory setting. Further investigation of actual transfer efficiency and full system efficiency is recommended for further work.
Chapter 6 - Reuse of ATX Power Supplies by repurposing for PV applications

Previous chapters have dealt with the design and optimisation of power converters for PV applications. All of the previous mentioned solutions require the construction of dedicated hardware. Some applications, in particular the generation of electricity in developing countries, requires a solution that does not require as much specialist expertise. For these kinds of applications, not only the cost of specialist hardware but also the expertise required for its production form a block to the adoption of such technologies in developing countries. This chapter therefore proposes a method by which minimal specialist hardware must be developed in order to produce a MPPT capable PV battery charger.

This section deals with developments made in the understanding of the requirements and challenges in the reuse of computer power supplies for PV applications. Generally, reuse falls into two categories, returning the whole unit to operation in its original function or, use the use of the whole or part of the system in a different function. This Chapter specifically targets the use of ATX power supplies, that are commonly used in personal computing equipment [100]. This can be performed in a number of ways. First, the reuse of the computer with power supply as it arrived for recycling; this method does not work if either the power supply or the computer unit arrived in a non-working condition. Secondly, reuse by new combinations of computers or power supplies to make a single working computer. Alternatively the power supply can be reused for a purpose other than it was originally intended. This has been seen in colloquial cases where computer power supplies have been reused as laboratory power supplies and for mobile-phone charging.

The scope of the work presented here is primarily to reduce the number of power supplies dispatched for the final stages of recycling. The final stages recycling typically involve the extraction of precious and hazardous materials, this is performed to enable the remainder can be disposed of by
classic landfill methods. Destructive recycling is usually performed regardless of the operational status or remaining operational life of the power supplies. The process of recycling itself does not generate any net revenue, money flows from those initiating the recycling process to those performing the process, small gains are to be had from the sale of extracted commodities, but generally, money is only made on the cost of the service of collection and processing [74]. Furthermore, the disposal of WEEE is in essence an unsustainable process as a large quantity of non-recyclable material is produced and once the hazardous material is dealt with effectively, economic powers dictate how the remainder is dealt with, whether it be by landfill, incineration or an alternative processes.

There already exist community centric schemes revolving around the reuse of redundant IT equipment. An example of these companies, based in Sheffield, is Aspire [101]. Companies such as Aspire perform a free-of-charge collection of WEEE and resell reusable electronics at heavily discounted prices so long as they require minimal servicing and repairs. The majority of this function is paid for by money gained from precious metals released by recycling and the minimal sale price of serviceable equipment. These such systems can easily operate with subsidised premises, charitable tax benefits and volunteer labour, and as such do not scale for wide spread implementation.

Repurposing forms an alternative route to recycling and the like-for-like reuse as previously mentioned. Repurposing encompasses both the reuse of both components from within the power supply, and the modification of the power supply to perform alternative functions. In general, repurposing, is characterised by the reuse of the power supply hardware for purposes outside of its original functional envelope. The functional envelope for an ATX computer power supply is, a power supply which transforms power from a mains electricity source to the range of DC voltages demanded by the ATX specification [100]. The ATX specification is a standard originally introduced by IBM to permit widespread and diverse production of power supplies for PC components produced to an IBM specification.

Discussed in this chapter is the potential for repurposing of power supplies for PV applications. These applications are primarily targeted towards developing countries. The term ‘developing
country’ is a label defined by the International Monetary Fund to describe a country characterised by a lower than average standard of living, poor infrastructure and little industrial base. Developing countries, in general, rely heavily on portable and self-contained electricity generation due to lack of electricity distribution infrastructure between communities. These communities would typically rely on generation and lighting by means of diesel generators and kerosene lighting. Persistent reliance on consumable commodities, such as oil, places a great burden due to lack of economic sustainability. Economic sustainability may never be obtained in these communities due to scarce resources and many other reasons beyond the scope of this thesis.

6.1 - Introduction

The 2004 EU Waste Electrical and Electronic Equipment directive (WEEE) intended to make manufacturers of electrical and electronic equipment responsible for the collection of waste equipment and their recycling. Driven by modern software and technical demands of IT equipment the ever increasing rate at which IT equipment is exchanged means that non-defective hardware is frequently disposed of. Some schemes have been operating to provide a second life for such redundant equipment through donations to charitable organisations. Computer Aid International, for example, has reused 200,000 computers to date. In contrast, the primary goal of recycling is the reclamation of precious metals and the safe disposal of harmful materials. The process of recycling, in general, does not retain useful components for reuse. This process currently forms a highly optimised system offering the current most economically viable process of disposal. The majority of components within a PC are very specific and interface requirements means it reuse is a non-trivial task. Computer power supplies and their components, however, are subject to standardisation and so are more generic, they could be more readily reused or repurposed given the correct infrastructure. In 2012 it was projected that worldwide sales of PCs (desktop, mobile and tablets) will be in the order of 390M units, with approximately 12M desktop PCs being sold in the UK. In 2009 it was estimated that 14,600 tonnes of waste electrical and electronic equipment was collected from the UK business sector, with IT and telecommunications equipment being the largest contributor accounting for some 5,900 tonnes.
Consequently, significant scope exists to improve the UK's recycling/reuse in this area while creating an opportunity for a new industry to operate alongside the current reuse and recycling practices.

In this work, two potential methods by which a PC power supply can be reused by reconfiguring as Maximum Power Point Tracking PV battery chargers are examined. Although literature exists on the design of PV MPPTs, minimal research has been undertaken on the reuse of existing power converter modules for deployment within PV converters. This chapter presents an analysis of the fundamental blocks of a standard ATX compliant power supply and presents an investigation into how compliant PSUs can be interfaced with MPPT controllers to form useable systems with the intention of proving the technical viability of power supply reuse in this field.

Maximum power point tracking is essential for the maximally efficient operation PV installations by ensuring the output load condition is always matched with the MPP condition of the PV module. In this work, a perturb and observe method (P&O) [15] has been implemented on a microcontroller and interfaced with the PFC boost converter and a combined PFC boost converter and half-bridge converter from an ATX compliant switched mode power supply, to form a MPPT PV interface for battery charging. Results are shown for the operation of the ATX power supply under a full load range and gate drive duty cycle range under MPPT control to determine the operational range over which this system can be effective. Further to these results, the full tests of the MPPT ability of the system are shown.

6.2 - The availability of reusable material

For resale in European countries it is a requirement that power electronic and electrical equipment meets with requirements of electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) [92]. EMC regulations demand that a power supply has minimal effect on its power source so to avoid interference between equipment. Active power factor correction (PFC) provides a means by which the heavily distorted full-wave rectifier input currents drawn from the mains can be corrected to a close approximation of a sine wave. Many older power supply units did not possess active PFCs and a manual changeover switch to allow
the user to select 110 V or 230 V operation, where a voltage doubling rectifier is switched in or out as required. The EMC directive was initially formally enacted in 1995 [100] and has seen a steady increase in its stringency of regulation and power of enforcement, most noticeably in 2009 where greater restriction on electronics imported from countries outside the scope of the European EMC directive was imposed [54]. More modern power supplies feature an active PFC circuit to ensure a unity power factor, sinusoidal current is drawn from the supply, which in turn means there is no requirement for manual change over for 110 V or 220 V operation, as the PFC boost stage is designed to operate over the common world input voltage range of 90 V to 250 V. Active power factor correction is discussed in more detail in section 6.4 - where the suitability of active PFC power stages for reuse is examined.

6.2.1 - Common power supply structure

A number of common features have been identified amongst a small sample of 20 power supplies investigated initially. A degree of design maturity has brought with it a number of common design features. The majority of common power supplies are designed first with the ability to achieve the design requirements and secondly with a focus on cost reduction. With minor differences in the exact implementation, initial work has revealed that regardless of manufacturer, all power supplies studied contain a half-bridge power converter stage used to drive a power transformer. In addition, the transformer by means of a number of ‘taps’, produces the range of voltages required.

Large design changes bring with them changes to the production line, implementing these changes requires both down-time and human interaction, both of which are costly to the manufacture, and as such in most cases it is cheaper to temporarily introduce the production of add-on boards and systems than to amend the main circuit board in a power supply. In the case of the introduction of active PFC, it was with the introduction of a daughter-board to provide the initial power stage which was later incorporated into the main board in more modern designs. The same is seen in older power supplies where the 3.3 V rail is either provided as supplementary supply, or by means of a mag-amp converter
powered by the existing 5 V rail. In the majority of modern power supplies, most of these elements are standardised and use a dedicated 3.3 V transformer tap.

Figure 2-1 shows a schematic of the common elements which are present in the modern power supplies investigated. The elements shown in Figure 2-1 are representative of the sample studied, regardless of manufacturer or precise model. Between models, only small variation in component ratings and values occur. Primary side, also known as off-line switched power converters operate on the mains side of the isolation transformer. These are common to reduce the number of isolating interface components between the primary and secondary (isolated) side. Gate drive for the main half bridge converter is provided by means of push-pull switching waveforms generated by the supply controller. The gate driver transformer, driven in this push-pull configuration, produces an alternating sequence of positive and negative gate drive pulses on its secondary. These are converted to the required positive pulses, separated by 180 degrees phase shift by alternating the polarity of one the two secondary windings on the gate drive transformer. This is a further cost reduction mechanism, and is representative of one of only a small number methods by which this can be effected with minimal components.
Figure 6-1: A simplified schematic of an ATX power supply with active power factor correction frontend
6.2.2 - Valuable components for reuse

The exact nature of the components was not required for the work performed for this chapter and as such only a short overview of the components is provided.

6.2.2.i - Switching transistors

A quantity of switching transistors, commonly MOSFETs are required for the switched mode power conversion. A minimum of three are required, two for the half-bridge and one for the active PFC front end. These are high voltage, low current, optimised models.

6.2.2.ii - Diodes

Two diodes are required per output voltage, these are low voltage, high current optimised models. A further high voltage and low current optimised diode is provided for the active PFC front end.

6.2.2.iii - Transformers and inductors

A high valued inductor (> 1 mH) is required in the active PFC front end because of the high voltage and low current ripple requirements. The output voltages are commonly smoothed by coupled inductors shared between multiple output voltages as to reduce the cost compared with dedicated magnetic cores for each inductor.

6.3 - Reuse strategies

6.3.1 - Multi-stage reuse

The structure of the power supply as previously shown could lend itself to becoming a complete MPPT-PV power supply capable of producing the necessary supply voltages for the operation of a PC or any other devices compatible with the voltages provided by ATX supplies. For a modified ATX supply to operate successfully in this manner, an additional power supply would be required to source or sink the required surplus or deficiency of power generated by the PV during the MPPT cycle in
order to ensure continued operation of the attached devices whose power demand is not necessarily equal to the MPPT power sourced from the PV array. This regime is demonstrated by Figure 6-2, power flow is indicated by the arrows, the front end PFC is unidirectional, as is the bulk power module (PM), an additional bidirectional power converter is required to provide regulated output voltage.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6-2: A multistage reuse regime where an additional bidirectional power converter is used to source or sink during power surplus or deficiency.

It is possible, however, to use the low voltage output of an ATX supply for the charging of 6 V (3 cell) lead-acid batteries. In this approach the PWM control to the step-down bulk power module is modified to a fixed duty-cycle. The duty-cycle provides a constant step-down from the DC bus voltage to the battery voltage connected on the output. MPPT is performed using the PFC boost converter. This regime is shown in Figure 6-3.
6.3.2 - Single-stage reuse

6.3.2.i - Bulk Power Converter

The bulk power converter module has been designed and optimised specifically for operation at either rectified 240 V\textsubscript{ac} or the result of a voltage doubling rectifier on 110 V\textsubscript{ac} and as such can only operate on a very narrow range of voltage. This makes the use of this module unsuitable for low voltage PV applications, however, the module could be applicable for use in higher voltage, multi-PV-module array installations.

6.3.2.ii - Front end PFC converter

In this case, the front-end PFC converter is used directly as a boost converter. The boost converter can be readily isolated from the remaining circuit by breaking traces. Direct control by an external gate-driver can be employed to interface from the MPPT controller.

6.4 - Operational limits of the PFC

A simplified diagram of this action of the power-factor correction (PFC) controller is shown in Figure 6-4 to demonstrate the original application for which the converter was defined [97], [102–105]. A rectifier circuit operates over a limited conduction angle when used to charge a reservoir capacitor. This matter is shown in TOP: the case where there is no active power factor correction.
Figure 6-5, which from top to bottom shows the current waveform for a large capacitor, for zero capacitance and for a modest/small capacitor. Classic power converters rely on a smooth rectified DC voltage without power fact correction. This extreme distortion of the current waveform prompted the introduction of active PFCs to minimise the effects of this distortion on the mains power supply. Ideally, an active power factor corrector should be able to operate over full cycle conduction on a full-wave rectified sine-wave, in practical terms this is not possible (the low voltages require extreme step-up ratios) and a compromise between an acceptable distortion and lower operating limit of the boost converter must be achieved. This matter is highlighted in TOP: the case where there is no active power factor correction

Figure 6-5. In the case where there is no active power factor correction, the capacitor voltage must be made relatively smooth DC to in order to maintain a DC bus voltage that is always within the minimum/maximum bounds for the bulk power converter input, this requires a large filter capacitor and as such there is very distinct distortion in the current waveform. The ideal waveform presented in TOP: the case where there is no active power factor correction

Figure 6-5 demonstrates the desired characteristics, the current is directly proportional to the input voltage, minimal distortion and noise is produced by the power supply. This idea case does however, require the active PFC to be able to operate from 350 V input down to zero, this is unachievable in practice. The realistic case in TOP: the case where there is no active power factor correction
Figure 6-5 strikes a compromise between the input distortion and the operating span of the PFC converter. A common minimum voltage of approximately 50 V is used a minimum when stepping up to approximately 400 V, a 1:8 step-up ratio.

Figure 6-4: A simplified flow diagram of an active PFC control method that would typically be employed by an active PFC control chip.
TOP: the case where there is no active power factor correction  
MIDDLE: the ideal waveform for a power supply with active PFC  
BOTTOM: the realistic case for active power factor correction

Figure 6-5: Rectifier-capacitor design compromises based on the operational limits of the PFC boost converter.

### 6.5 - Reuse case study – a prototype PV battery charger

#### 6.5.1 - Single stage reuse – the PFC front end

This method involves the direct reuse of the active power factor correction front end unit. This power stage is a boost converter and is designed to operate over a 50 V to 350 V input range with a constant DC output greater than the maximum input and typically around 400 V<sub>DC</sub>. 
The candidate power supply was initially selected and the boost converter, which in this case was found to be a discrete module, is removed and studied prior to implementation as a PV battery charger. The study involved the estimation of the circuit’s operational limits with particular focus on the range over which it would ideally be used. For the primary power source a 40 W PV module was selected. The 40 W module is the same as previously discussed in other chapters, and is of moderately low price and is easily transported; which would be suitable for a remote installation providing power for a small load. These factors make the 40 W module ideal for the potential target application of remote power in remote areas of developing countries.

A PFC boost converter was reclaimed from a 350 W ATX power supply manufactured by FSP Group to be used as a PV MPPT battery charger. A photograph of the reclaimed PFC module is shown in Figure 6-6.

Figure 6-6: The PFC module used for the prototype MPPT battery charger.
The PFC module was based on the boost converter topology; a simplified schematic is shown in Figure 6-7. An ICE2PCS02 dedicated PFC controller IC was used to control the main switch T1 (n-channel MOSFET) using PWM to perform wave shaping on the power supply's input current. To utilise the boost converter for MPPT battery charging, only a PWM gate drive signal needs to be applied to the module with the control chip disconnected. To achieve this, the dedicated PFC controller was removed from the module and replaced with a MOSFET gate driver. This provides the necessary isolation and level shifting to interface the MPPT controller-PWM output to the module. This modification can be seen on the prototyping board to the left hand side of Figure 6-6.

The primary inductor in the PFC module \( L_1 \) was implemented by the manufacturer as 66 turns of 0.78 mm\(^2\) solid copper wire on a toroidal core (with a magnetic cross section area of 0.5 cm\(^2\)). An in-circuit measurement of inductance using a LCR meter showed that the inductance was approximately 500 μH. The reluctance of the core can be calculated using (6-1).

\[
L[H] = \frac{N^2}{S[H^{-1}]} \Rightarrow S[H^{-1}] = \frac{N^2}{L[H]} = \frac{66^2}{500[\mu H]} = 8.71 \times 10^6[H^{-1}]
\]

Where:
- \( L \) is inductance (H)
- \( S \) is the core reluctance (H\(^{-1}\))
- \( N \) is the number of turns
Without performing an invasive test, it is not possible to estimate the inductor saturation limits because the core material remains an unknown. If it is assumed that the material is a variety of ferrite and 300 mT is a plausible saturation limit (ignoring any safety margin). This estimate of 300 mT is used to determine an approximate saturation current for the inductor using (6-2). This calculation gives the value of 1.98 A which is consistent with the full load operating current that is $\frac{350 \text{ W}}{240 \text{ V}} = 1.46$ A.

\[
\frac{\Phi_{\text{max}}}{A} = 300 \text{ mT} < \frac{NI}{SA} \Rightarrow I_{\text{max}} < \left(\frac{\Phi_{\text{max}}}{A}\right)\frac{SA}{N}
\]  

(6-2)

Where:
- $\Phi_{\text{max}}$ is peak magnetic flux (Wb)
- $A$ is the core cross section area (m$^2$)
- $S$ is the core reluctance (H$^{-1}$)
- $I$ is inductor current
- $I_{\text{max}}$ inductor current at onset of magnetic saturation of the core
- $N$ is the number of turns

The aforementioned 40 W PV module, used for the practical evaluation of the system, is a nominally 40 W silicon PV module. The voltage range of this module under normal operation is 7 V to 22 V, the output current for the test conditions within this investigation is between 0 – 2 A. For an output voltage range of 24 V to 28 V (two series connected lead acid batteries) a PWM gate drive duty cycle range of 8% to 75% is required. For this investigation the original switching frequency of the PFC controller is retained at 45 kHz and the same inductor and capacitor are used. To verify the suitability of the PFC repurposed as a PV MPPT its operating characteristics were examined by varying both duty-cycle and load for a range of DC input voltages (5V to 30V) to emulate a typical 24 V PV module under general operation. Figure 6-8 shows the PFC boost converter behaves as expected following the typical characteristic voltage gain for duty cycles below 75%. Above this value the output voltage reduces due to the onset of saturation in the inductor core and this restricts the maximum battery voltage that can be accommodated.
Figure 6-8: Experimental load and duty cycle characterisation of the reclaimed PFC boost converter, the maximum possible step-up ability of the converter is indicated by the ridge most dominant at high duty cycle and high load current.

Based on these results an MPPT converter was built around an ATX PFC boost converter. MPPT is achieved with the hill-climbing algorithm which was implemented on an Atmel ATMega328 microcontroller, shown in Figure 6-10. To evaluate the performance of the proposed PFC-based PV battery charger the nominal artificial illumination provided by four 500 W halogen lamps provided illumination were used to illuminate the 40 W ($V_{oc} = 21.5$ V, $I_{sc} = 2.64$ A) PV module connected to charge two series connected 12 V 50 Ah valve regulated lead acid batteries via the proposed MPPT converter. A block diagram representation of this set-up is shown in Figure 6-9. The variation in illumination was achieved by selectively switching off/on two of the halogen lamps to effect a sudden change in illumination.
Figure 6-9: Block diagram of MPPT test-rig, the three lamp-panel distances (A, B and C) used for tests are shown offer coarse variation in illumination and the variable power supply offers gradual variation in illumination.
Figure 6-10: Flow chart of the hill climbing MPPT algorithm [8]
A controlled load was employed to determine the maximum power point for the PV operating under static illumination at the maximum intensity used. Figure 6-11 shows the voltage-current and voltage-power curves for PV module from this experiment and the maximum power point was found to be 11.83 W at 20.48 V.

To investigate the MPPT ability of the proposed converter, the illumination of the PV module was varied between 965-350 Wm\(^2\) by switching on or off combinations of the lamps, Figure 6-12 (upper). As can be seen, the proposed PFC-based MPPT converter follows the illumination level without excessive deviation, Figure 6-12 (lower).
Figure 6-12: The behaviour of the PFC boost converter under MPPT control with PV power source and battery load.

6.5.2 - Multi-stage reuse – the PFC front end and bulk power converter

Extending the previous experiment, involving only the front end PFC boost converter, the bulk power conversion stage is now utilised. Following the ATX standard, the bulk power conversion stage provides voltage of both 12 V and 5 V; these lower voltages are more readily used by external equipment, for example, mobile phone chargers, portable radios and some computing equipment. Furthermore, by utilising a greater proportion of the total power supply the total WEEE output of the production line is reduced.

This experiment is performed with a power supply again manufactured by the FSP group, but this time a FSP300-60GLS. This model has on-board active PFC, but otherwise has near identical structure to the original FSP350 used previously.

The modification to utilise both PFC front-end and bulk power conversion stage involves constraining one of the supplies to operate at a fixed step up/down ratio. This is achieved by
transferring control from both the front-end PFC stage and the bulk PM. In this case, the bulk conversion stage has been constrained to use a fixed duty cycle and the PFC front-end is operated under MPPT control. The MPPT control is implemented on an Atmel ATmega328 microcontroller, the fixed duty cycle output which drives the bulk power converter is also produced by the microcontroller. The output voltage and current are used to measure the charging status the battery and to indicate whether a fault or open circuit condition has occurred. The MPPT algorithm employed is a perturb and observe algorithm, the use of which has been extensively analysed in the literature [5-8]. A flowchart for the control algorithm is shown in Figure 6-10, where the PV array voltage and current are measured to obtain the instantaneous power. The response of the power following a perturbation allows the direction of greater power to be determined.

Resistive potential dividers are used to scale voltage and current signals such that they can be easily read by an ADC on the microcontroller. The switching frequency of both the power converter stages was fixed at 110 kHz, the same frequency that was provided by the original controller for this power supply. Connections were made to monitor internal voltage and current and voltage measurements which were logged by the microcontroller. The input to the power supply used in this experiment is designed for similar operational characteristics as that used in the previous experiment into the real operating range of PFC optimised boost converter.

A series of stepped illumination changes are proposed for the evaluation of the battery charger. The proposed schedule of illumination is shown in Figure 6-14 of the results section. Variations of the power supplied to the illumination source were calibrated against the resulting MPP power under the test conditions. This calibration was performed at constant cell temperature of 30°C which was maintained by forced air cooling. The characteristic curve of the PV module was then measured using a variable resistance load and a pair of HP34401 6½ digit multimeters measuring the module’s voltage and current.

Figure 6-13 shows the PV’s maximum output power as a function of illumination source’s control voltage, Figure 6-14 shows the control voltage profile used to validate the MPPT battery charger;
Figure 6-15 illustrates MPPT’s dynamic response and in Figure 6-16 battery voltage under different charging levels is shown.

Figure 6-13: A calibration of illumination source voltage and PV output power (MPP conditions)
Figure 6-14: The schedule of illumination voltage used for the experiment.

Figure 6-15: Instantaneous power output of the PV module during the MPPT experiment.
Figure 6-16: The battery charging voltage logged throughout the MPPT experiment, significant reductions are seen as the input power drops, this is due to battery internal resistance. The steady exponential decay during lower power periods is due to battery voltage relaxation.

In Figure 6-15 a number of observations can be made. A peak-to-peak perturbation can be seen superimposed on the static power levels and this is caused by the perturb and observe PPT algorithm hunting for the MPP. Related to this is the variation in the peak-to-peak perturbation level for the different power levels considered. Comparing the MPP level during the period 300-350 seconds to the MPP level during the period 350-400 seconds one may observe a near 3-fold decrease in the peak-to-peak perturbation caused by the MPPT. Furthermore during the period 400-550 seconds the amplitude of MPPT oscillation is almost negligible. These differences can be attributed to the finite resolution of the inbuilt ADC and the corresponding discretization effects that are imposed on PV voltage, current and power curves in the combined PV module/converter system. Furthermore, at input voltages near 20 V, the boost converter is operating at a 1:20 step-up ratio. At extreme step-up ratios, the duty-cycle voltage curve of the boost converter tends to reduce, increasing the non-linearity of the boost converter and adding greater complexity to its characteristic. For any PV module there is a pronounced peak of
the power-voltage curve at MPP. This MPP peak becomes less prominent and at lower insolation levels, thus any deviation from this peak has less effect in the power.

Finally, a pronounced increase in the peak-to-peak perturbation can be seen during higher power levels (i.e. period 30 to 300 seconds and 550 to 700 seconds). The most likely cause for this effect is due to the transient heating caused by IR radiation from the halogen lamps. A disadvantage of the halogen lamp PV testing is that heat is delivered through the PV array glass by radiation and removed by conduction through the surfaces, the discrepancy in these heating/cooling time constants resulting in profound effects at higher input power levels.

The time-plot of the battery terminal voltage shown in Figure 6-16, shows a steady increase throughout the experiment: typical of battery charging. Transient decreases in terminal-voltage are characteristic of a battery terminal voltage relaxing at lower power levels.

6.6 - Conclusions and impact on further work

This chapter has shown two methods by which an ATX power supply can be repurposed for PV MPPT applications. Both of the methods reduce the requirement for additional hardware to be constructed, but does not require the design of a complex power stages as would be required in one of the proposed reuse strategies. Both the results are useable for battery charging, this is beneficial because of the daily variation of PV power, and essential if a power reserve for night-time is required.

The common features amongst differing power supply designs has proven invaluable to the rapid understanding and modification of individual power supplies. With increasing requirement for low cost IT equipment, these levels of standardisation are unlikely to change.

Both methods demonstrated that a power supply can be reused have proven that MPPT performance is possible using the hardware supplied in a conventional ATX power supply. The power supply can be reused with minimal modification and the addition of only an external gate driver. The reduced parts cost of the resultant system can prove beneficial in cost driven applications.
Problems with the use of the low-resolution MPPT controllers and compound effects when the power supplies are used outside of their intended operational range have been shown. This matter warrants further investigation as a distinct advantage may be had in these applications by the use of a more expensive yet higher performance MPPT controller. Furthermore, advanced MPPT algorithms, for example variable step size algorithms, could have an advantage in these applications to reduce the increased power deviations at higher input power.

The reuse of individual components has not been discussed in this chapter but does however present a method by which components can be better utilised for increased efficiency. Whist there are no MOSFETs optimised for lower voltage and higher current applications, diodes form the secondary side of the power supply could be used to replace the higher voltage diodes in the front end boost converter when used for PV applications. Higher voltage diodes tend to have greater bulk resistance and thus increased relative voltage drop when operated at lower voltages and greater average currents, this is not the case with low rated voltage diodes.

Further potential lies in the facility that could be legislated to be included in the design to ease reuse. This could be performed without significant modification to the layout of the power supply and would make reuse a much more economically viable option.
Chapter 7 - Thesis conclusions

This thesis has presented a means by which a high performance PV power interface can be developed. This is achieved through the accurate characterisation of a PV module which can generate model parameters which accurately describe the PV module in the computational domain. The models can be used to facilitate advanced design methods. This characterisation is performed using a novel application of flashed illumination. Flashed illumination is typically used only in rapid evaluation of commercial PV modules post fabrication, however, the method presented here has been adapted for generation of a PV characteristics at high power levels, without the obtrusive heating effect of typical static illumination methods.

The use of an PV characteristic generated in such a method as the flashed illumination has then be utilised in the computational domain for study in the effects of current ripple in a PV module. Experimental validation of this analysis has demonstrated some of the operational characteristics of the SMPC demanded by the PV module for more efficient power transfer. The conditions of sub-optimal power transfer have been compared with a model of boost converter losses. Comparison with the boost converter loss model has shown that the conditions demanded by the PV module for greater efficiency cannot be met with a classical boost converter without severe degradation to the electrical efficiency of the boost converter. It has therefore been demonstrated that in order to maximise the efficiency of power transfer from the PV module, innovative SMPC topologies and optimisations are required.

A novel design for a SEPIC converter, based upon the classic coupled-inductors SEPIC converter, with the addition of an electronically variable inductor has been presented. This systems has been demonstrated to be capable of reaching the zero-ripple condition over the wide range of operating conditions demanded by PV applications. This system can operate at the conditions of high transfer efficiency highlighted in Chapter 4.
A new field of research of reuse and repurposing of redundant equipment has been introduced in Chapter 6. This method removes the requirement for the development of advanced power converters to exploit PV power in developing countries. By removing the barriers to use of PV technology in such areas, it is hoped that this will incite future development and growth of expertise in such areas.

7.1 - Further work

The design of a PV characteristic emulator presents a method by which a module with uniform illumination can be emulated. The characteristic emulated must be changed by the alteration of component values in the circuit. This method can prove cumbersome for the rapid evaluation of PV characteristics applied to a power converter. Work is proposed for the modification of the circuit, including the addition of programmable potentiometers to permit the easy variation of circuit parameters. This could indeed also be modified to provide a hardware-in-the-loop tuning system for component values.

The work presented on the analysis of the effects of ripple current is performed using only a single module under specific environmental conditions. It would be beneficial to the understanding of the methods by which the transfer-efficiency effects can be minimised to establish a dataset based upon a wider range of PV module and under a wider degree of environmental conditions.

Work has been performed on the development of a novel SEPIC converter, that can operate at ideal transfer-efficiency conditions. This method has only been implemented as a small scale prototype. In order to assess the impact of the addition of the bias coils on the efficiency. A prototype of greater power is proposed along with a full efficiency validation to assess the scalability of the system in terms of efficiency and power.
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